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SUMMARY 

In an 9-.ttemp~ to r~~olye 'the ~onflfb.t existing in the literatu],"e as -tO ~h~
de .electrical conductivity-of ice, an extensive ser:ie·s·.ofmeasurements:has. 
bee~ mad~ .. Slnc·e· S';Ir~e~:ce conq4c.tio~ i~. a .pQSSibl~ ~!3-USe ~f s9me .of th~ 
con.ft+~ion, bqth b.u~k cpn.d.l.l<;;tiyity ancl swrface cop.q~~tiyity hav~ be¢J:l rn,~_as
urec:l ?-t both de. an,q .qudiq.,.f:r;eque:n.ci~s !r Evic:lence was found- .fqr st.gnifica,p.t 
surfaqe cond1,1ctivHy wh~n ~lig~t cqnt.a:rn,ination was p:re~ent; In o:rder to 
explaip. these :res~ltS quap.titati.vely, it i~? necessary to postulat~ a S\lrf(;l,C.~ 

cond1:1ction l;egiop. wh,ose thickp.e$s. vari~s with tempe:rature .. · 

Extrinsic PU:ik ·conduqttvity d\le t9 t.rac.e ir-Pp·urities. ha,s. b~en fpun¢1. to 
pl~y an importcint par.t aJs.q a11fii probab~y ~c;qounts for sorne of the dis
agreemenf-in the.hterature. Gua:rd. ring expe:rimep.ts show that, even for 
rather pur·e samples, th~ contamination. is g:reater near the outs.ide ec:lge of 
the sample than in -the ce.nter. Specici.l effqrts have beenmad,e tq develop · 
techniques which insure ye:ry high sample purity. These incluc;ly purifying 
the water, cleaning and leachi:n.g the apparatus, growing the samp.les in the 
q1easuring ceHs s.o that no processing- is required after preparatio·n, anc:l 
using special te2hniques for growing the samples the:rnselves: 

v 

Using ice of the highe-st purity, both ac and de conductivity measure
ments show that, fqr a fre~h sample, the de conductivity is J;learly inde
pendep.t of temperature {possibly ~ising as ·1/ T) down to temperat11res q.t 
~vhich the high f~equency ac and de cqn,du<;tivities are roughly equal, Be:J,ow 
this temperature, the de c;::ond-y.ctivity drops rapidly with dec:rea,sing tempe:ra
tu:re -and the high freq-uency ac cond'\,lctivity tends to level off. The resu1ts 
s.ugg.est tha.t the high frequen,cy conduct.ivity·is limited by two processes in· 
parallel a,nd that the de conductivity is. limited by the same two proce~ses in, 
series. P]Ateau v~~ue~ ~slow as Zx ~o-P (oh.J;TI cm)"" 1 have been fol).ng. 

· Th.is. pla,te~\1 c:lisappea:r s. ~fter the crys.tals have be_ en an,nealed fo:r. a day 
at -SC. The disap.pear13.nce of the plateau with time may be the ·re·sult of 
the c:l~f~usion of impurities in from the wa,lls of the container. In this cc;ts.e 
the cor1ceD:tration,- of _iops in ice. and henc·e the dissociation con~?tant must 
be much lqwer than has peen commonly believed. On the_ other han<;l, the 
plateau p1ay be a tr~pping phenomenop and the traps may ann~al out with 
time. 

The literature is surveyed anci corisiderapl.e experimental de.tc:til. is, 
includ~d. 
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SYMBOLS 

pre-eXponential constant i!l Arrh.enius equatioh having appropriate 
:dirj-lensions · · · 

·pre-exponential constant .in Arrhenius equation havi;ng:appropriate 
dimensions. 

capacitance, JJ.J.lf . 

concentration of ions of type j 

diffusion coefficient (also symbol for D type Bjerrum defect) 

activation energy in kcal/mole f:>r .process under discussion. 
Where confusion might 'arise s.ubscripts are used, as E,. = 
activation energy for relaxation. 

(in App A) electric field strength 

frequency of relaxation,· ohms 

conductance, ohms - 1 

current; subscripts b, f, s, indicate bulk, fringing and surface 
respectively 

saturation current 

· Boltzmann 1 s constant 

Equilibrium constant 

recombination rate constant 

dissociation rate constant 

length (also liter) 

number of mobile !ions per cin3 

number of mobile 
1

ions per cm2 of surface 

Avogadro's numbe:r 

number of ionizable molecules per cm3 

! 

number of ionizab~e molecules per cm2 of surface 

picofarad = 1 o-lZ: farad 

charge per ion 

gas constant 

resistance 

time (seconds unless units indicated) 

displacement distance 

effective thickness of surface layer 

dielectric constant (dimensionless) 



SYMBOLS· (dorit'd) . 

t
0 

_permltivHy. of :free·. space (.8;. 85 JC:l o--~~ far~df:met~.~-) . 

t* complex qielectric.; c·onstant t* -~· .·E; 1
. + · j £" 

£I : real' part. £II ,: irnagina],"y ,part 

too radio fre·que:O:cy:dielectric_ conr:;tant 

E· 
1 

Eeff 

static dielectric constant 

dielectric con.sta.n;t (real) for water 

energy to create an·ion pair 

energy barrier to. mobility 

effective dielectric· constant. 

cb.nstant having dimensions of 'temperature 

distanC:e between crystal lattice sites 

.mobility-

mobility of-positive ions . 

mobility 9f negative ions· 

mobility of D defect 

mobility of L defect 

.. ._·. ,·-

v frequel).cy ·of lattic.e vibrations and frequency of jumps between 

p 

. .,. 
w 

lattice sites · 

res-istivity ( ohm~cm) 

conductivity {ohm-em) -l ; subscript.~ a, b, s indicate apparent, 
bulk, and surface respec_tiv·ely,. ·· 

. : relaxation time (sec) 

ang';llar 'frequency (radians /-sec) 

vii 

-:-····-...... : 
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I. INTRODUCTION.··· .. : : ; : ' ., . . . 

• • . r . .• • •. ,· . . ·.·.;::- ,_·:. . ; . 

The electrical conductivity of ic~ must;.be .. associated· wlth: the movement of 
ch~rge.. Th~re a:re·'only .. four ~i~p~eways.::iil_.~hich·fhi~ can. 6-cc11r.:. ·by the ·.~.otion .· 
<?f free,- or nea;rly fre·e, -e~,E}Ct:ropp' or·· hple:s as -~n a:seiT1i<;:·on.clu~tor;. -_by the'.P~~-~ . ' . 
sag.e of ions thrqugh thy sam.pl,~ ;··,by the :re.~rie.J,'lt~tion' of p~fman;ent ·dip(>le .· ' 
Ir10ments .(wa.ter ·_mo~ecul~·s); or<by; t};l_e i:q.duc_tiop pf ~oleculaf'.Or a:ton1ic poli:l;riza
ti.pn. The first two i!:ec.~ani~ius. m.ig}it ·.g:iye ·r~se t_o_a .<;:.bntinuou_s tn'otioh. of charge 
and hence to a. de con_dll.ctiv:i,ty;~ Tl;-¢ l.af?t' twq can 'give· rise 'oJily to c:lisp19:~_emen~. 
current and hence to ac _c,oriductivity. '. Thfs. conduttlvity will ,be ·apparent ··only ·at 
fr.~qu,enci~s :of the .orde_;r· pf, apd l~rger ,J;han·,-,the ·:rel~xat_iqn £:reque:hcy·o£~he· · · 
i?-~-~-~·r.iz~ati'on.,mech.cl,ni,srP..~:' · .J~h1is ·.tli.~ ~o~e~culaf: anc:l atom~~ pol'cirizat~on.s, · 'whi~h 
have v_e;i:y .short re,ia.xatiOI?- time_s~· will. be sig'.ri~fic.anfonlya~{·opticaJ Jr.e'querici~'s. 
These effe'cts are about· the' :same iri'both water~ an:d ice~-~· The r.elaxation time. for 
tJ:le -~eor:ieD;t~t~o.n ~f a~o,l,ecU:lar ~dipo~:e· is)()r.tger .. In.wa,ter :i(is·_of,,the o:rder 'o,f 
Jo.-~o sec (Smythe, :1.9 59)~t .oc and decr.ea'ses··.,:with increacsin~r temperaJure.·, Thus 
the ac ~onductfvl.ty' ofwater' _due t'o. dipole r_otation is· smali'at.fi:equencies ·below. 
1,09 ·.cps. 'thedieie.Gtr-ic c611;stanf" ~' f9r fr·e_quehcies 1ess :than 108 cps·; is·independ-

,,~-~"t ·?f .~r~c{u,~:q_c:y ·\o· ~i~~~ir:-;.a,. ~~~ P'}X:~-s· p~r: ::~~P-':1.~-~-rid_,(?.c>r.sey/(-J:?~?.)--:~nF ~ay:~e.: · 
~r.epr.e,sent~d: by ,the ,equ~t~,!_l .. due· ~Q ·W~an:~.~ .whe.re ,t .1s the .terpper'ature .rn ·0 0. 

•.,~\.', ..... -~-., :~·· ·~· :··~·-·· '.; ·l .··.~-.. -.).'··r -~-~··,:'.':""';';,, · _ _,._ ,_;~·t•1'(_~ ....... ~.;~_:i~~ •. ~--·~;-.' ~-'·~ -_,·, 

.E .::: .·18 • .s·~::r .:1 ~;o ._ o.of.1:6.0(t ~- isJ -~ ,Q: •. _o,o.o'oqss,et -~~-:-;~:5J2 Jc ·. · · ·xi') 

,In · iq e th~ ~i ~\l<¥t~op i,s ~ui ~'~ (H;f: ~ ~,~~:; ; ·;~:, ~~lec~l~I: :~qta tidn is .4inde red, b~, 
1 

-.the .c-onstraints .of.tne lattice. . Thus -the charac.ter1stl.c ·orient.atio.nat·relaxatlon·· ... _.· 
:t:req{ie,nci~s· are' iri~.th,e ···a\i4i'6-fr'e~uericy·:lel:rig~· ·a~d dip.ole.'r0t~tio'n.':give's>rise't6· a:·· .. 
. fa,iriy )arge A-c coiJ.duc#vity _at·~~r:riperature,~<~e.~r :the')nelting···p.C?hit :fo£_.the'otc1er· 
. of ;l':~A .. x._i o~7 -~(?hr.ll'):::m)7' 1 ';at ~.f2C).for:~~e.~:p.1eAs:i~_s_c,tb6'y_~·:tlie :~uipe'r-;ior{ r'egiO.n.· 
;The,;r.e >s· also.:the P<i.~_~ihiJity of,pi,~·PJc:t~~mE!i+t' :~:~r~~nt:· re:q_~lt\J::tg',lrom _·th~_ tfan-~l~tion 

. ~of ,protprs. ~long 6xyg·en~·.-9_~ygen 'bo.r,.~rs. • .. T!?;at :is·~··.u_rider .tl{e·I#lue'~c:e lC):f an :.~t(~·ct'ri.c_~ 
Ji~ld, a. Pl:"·O.ton,may jump f:t?o'm its' eq~i~i!Jr~:~rri.Pc?.·?~t~qn,as a pa~t·qf one· wate_r"· .. 
. :rnolec.~re·_ to an_other les-s .• stah~e-.po·Eiil~on' cl_b_~e.:to the a·the..r ·~C>.\V~~¢.h'It'1s_'hyd~ogen 
·,:b~!,l.cied. · :qr.a!lich:e·r .e(.aJ~ ,{1957) ·lia,ye:_giv·e"n:_Jeel:sons -fot .pe1~~V'ing __ 't,hai:thts- proces_s 

;,~~~~;.r;{~;~f.1.~r~~\t~~:ffiti~t~~~~i:t~~$i~i~:lt~:f1~~~\11t=i~;¥~~~tr~::, . 
p:r,pc~f?s. )3in.<;.e f_qr .. a;"'~in:iple I)eby·~ Jyp~- df§p"e~.s).on-~h,e. higJ'r:~re,q\l·~hc·y- ~(:m#4ctivity 

~i:.D.:~i·s-... g~v~~ijjhy· ....... · ·''·'-."J·· ·-·.~·'· :. · <:····-~~·,::;< t:,{_,. ·.· .·· ·.·,.tY:Jt;····:,-i.,"«:r --·:··1'!·:':):/,c~::·:-

_,;.·: ' '' 
~ . . 

.,,(~_) 

·:wh.ere_·,._ is.t.l:le.r:ela4a,ti.qn,~~m,~ ai):d .E is the permitivl.ty of,free. spat·e, a relaxation 
~:::>~:,"~.£ le.s;s,tnan .1· ~ec iNPF<is ~h .a:~ ~q.:ra;ted. ,{:o'n~;rc1:i'yit,Y ?f;,te,,~~ wan 10 ~9. (8,h#i" ··· 

1 ~ • '· 

; 

·:;,*Quqted:'py·.~~ythe .·095S,~>p~:._ ,8 6); · 
- ' -; -· . . . ' . '. . _:.·· ~-. . ' . . ; . . . ; ' ' . ... ~ ) . " ·.. ;: ~ 



2 ELECTRICAL CONDUCTION IN ICE 

We have said that d~ conductivity might ar"ise from electron (or possibly hole) 
conduction or from ions. 'Granicher et al. (1957, p. 54) note that the intrinsic 
absorption band occurs at a wavelength of 167p.A, which corresponds to a forbidden 
energy gap of 7. 42 ev. This is so large as to preclude intrinsic electronic con
duction. Thus, for pure ice, we are left with ionic conduction as the only mecha
nism which can cause· appreciable, de conductivity. 

·It follows that for pure ice at radio frequencies and below, the processes of 
dipole rotation and ion (H+ or OH~) migration are responsible for the ·conductivity 
and dielectric constant. A general theory of ice as a conducting, dielectric medium . 
based on these processes has been developed by the group at the Eidg. Techn. 
Hochschule in Zurich and is outHned in Granicher et al. (1957) and Jaccard (1959). 
It is framed so as to include the effe·cts of substitutional impurities (e. g., HF 
instead of H 2 0) also. It predicts a general form of behavior with certain constants 
to be derived from experiment. These are frequency factors, dissociation constants, 
activation energies and intrinsic conductivities. Thus, although very carefully 
worked out and elegant in its symmetr.y, the theory leaves much to experiment. 

The experimental situation for the ac properties is in fairly good shape, there 
being general agreement among different observers as to details of the Debye 
dispersion for pure ice as a function of temperature.~ . However, ac measurements 
on pure ice do not test the theory very rigorously because all they require is a theory 
which results in a Debye type dispersion. A further test is provided by experiments 
on "doped" 1ce, ice which contai11:s substitutional impurities. t · 

However, impurities such as this introduce additional degrees of freedom i~to 
the theory in terms of new activation energies, ·and make its detailed corroboration 
difficult. One such impurity ·is HF, and the effe'ct of HF concentration in the ac 
experiments is in accord.with theory. The experimental situation for de conductjvity 
is much less satisfactory. As will be seen in the next section, there is little signif
icant agreement among obserV.ers in different laboratories as to the conductivity of 
"pure" ice or even as to its temperature dependence. Activation energies for con
duction ranging from 7 to 24 kcal/mole have been reported. The data seem to 
divide naturally into three groups: about 7, 13 and 24 kcal/mole respectively. 
Experiments with doped ice are in better agreement and give rise to low values of 
activation energy, a fact which suggests that the low values are the results of impu-
rities. ' 

Because responsible experim~nters in different laboratories find such widely 
different activation energies for <;:6nduction it is evident that they are really meas
uring different processes. It is most natural to assume that some are measuring an 
impurity conduction and that this may account for the low values of activation energy. 
Since impurity conduction must be: considered asin parallel with the intrinsic con-:
duction of pure ice, it can be sig:ri.ificant ;only if the activation energy is smaller 
.than that for pure .ice (at least unl~ss one goes to rather complicated models). -But 
this interpretation still leaves twol.very different processes to be resolved. !t 
occurred to us that one of these processes might be surface conduction, leaving 
true bulk condu.ction as the other. -

*See for example Auty and Cole (1952), Humbel, Jona and Scherrer (1953) and 
Camp (1963). 
tSee Granicher et al. (1957), Brill and Camp (1961), Kakiuchi and Shishikura 
(1962), and Brilletal. (1957).for experimental work and.Jaccard (1959) fo~ 
further discus sioll."- . 
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ELECTRiCAL CONDUCTION IN ICE 3· 

These considerations have led us to u·ndertake the fairly .e:Xtensl.ve series of 
experimen_ts on both hqik·and surfa~e conductivity whicha.re reporte:d here. ~e- · 
cause the lack of e:h-perimentai detail in. the published literatu.re p_roved a handicap. 
to us both in_ our experiments. and:. in. out attempts,.to interpret the :lite-rature; we · 
give, in what follows, a fairly complete acGOunt of our major e:Xperiments and. the. 
difficultl.es we· encounter eeL together wl.th the dccasl.onai·pl.tfails anti frustrations 
we m·et along the way·. 

rt. BACKGROUND . l. 

bne of .the earliest measur~~ents of .the condtictl.vity .of i.te wa~ th~t m.ad,e. 
by Ayrton·anti :Petry in 1871.- It :l.s now-probably ofhistorl.cal interest oniy. the. 
ice sampie was prepared by freezing di'stilled water between topper plates.- The 
resistance was determined by measuring .the current through the :lee for a given 
applied voltage. it seems clear from their data that polarization and impurities . 
played important roles in their measurements. 

In 19i2 Johnstone l.mproved on these rneastirements by using platinum 
electrodes, pure water and a four-probe tech:riique to sidestep polarizatlori at, the 
electrodes. His measurements were made bn ice frozen in a glass U tube from 
water having a resistivity of about l. 4 x 106 ohm-: em. His data ·were somewhat 
erratic and sketchily reported (e. g., the data l.n his graphs do not seem to agree 
with those given in his tables). Yet he is often quoted. This lS somewhat odd 
inasm~ch·as~ depending on how one uses hi~ data, one can find activation energies 
tariging from 19 to 33 kcal/mole. Th~· ·conductivity he obtained at -1 OC was about 
10-9 (ohm em) '"" 1 , a factor of two smaller than that of Ayrtoil and Perry~ 

. . 

In 19·51 Bjerrum proposed the existence ih ice of a new type of point defect, 
the orientational defect, to explain the eitfd:rical properties o{ :i.ce. These a·re 
structural defects aris:l.ng fr'oni the m:fsorieritation .. of water rnol~cuies and appear 
1h pal.r s as the. absence o£ ~ hydrogen hon~ WJ1~ere one should be, the L deft:;_c.,t, .. · .. 
and a double hydrogen bona where there slj.ould be only one,. the D defect. Bjerfum' s 
idea, which ha:s been Widely accepted, was' that these defects occur in ther'rri:ai 
equiHbrium· with the ice latt:l.ce an:d ma-ke· poss'ibie til.e rotatioh of molecule·s within 
the lattice. This r6tati6n give·s rl.se to ~he·: iow: frequency dielectric coristaht. · It· 
must also- occur in concert with ion rtl.igration.: to per·:rnit the flow of a de cur tent. 

. Bjerru~ used Jolu);stone 's value.~ for Othe conductivity of pure :lee as evidence 
that the ion concentrat:Lori iii ice is. of the ~am.e o_rd,er. as. it i~. ~n ~ater' * basirig' th:ls 
on the as sumptiori that proton Jumps between· :ions and .:H2 o molecu:J:es occur iri ice 
with almost the same f:tcequency as they do in water. This assurript:l.ori i·s .no ~onger. 
believed ~o be valid (cf. ;_ Eig.en an.d beMaeyer, 1956). Extrapolating, Joh11:stone's· 
data to OC he· obtained a:cfc conductivity· f~·t· fc·e.of 4 X !0-9. (ohril c·rn)-1' and·a . 
{pre~:umably faulty) m_plecular COfiCeritratton' o'f ions of 1. J X 1 Q .;.8. 

~;Johnstone's value. for cbnductivit.y at., -lG· i§<an.o:maiously high,. even: h:lgher tlia:h 
that of. water .. - Tlifs .point.is. disre~ga'r-d:ed' :tn the extrapolation. Bj;errhrn- conipiites· 
the conductivity of' wate.r (:0-.C} from· kriowti-.lon mobilitie·s ancf ari/ ion:iization consti:ht 
of L. 1.9 X i.o·-15' ~? He finds. :Lt. to oe- r ;,2 X·. l:o-s· (ohm em)..;..} • . .. 



4 ELECTRICAL CONDUCTION IN ICE 

Combining the Einstein equation for diffusion and the Nernst-Einstein equation 
relating the diffusion coefficient D to. the mobility 1-L through the charge e, 

D = ~z I 6 rr = 1-L kT I e, (3) 

Bjerrum was able to express the average time T for an ion to be displaced £:rom 
one molecule to an adjacent one in terms of the mean square displacement distance 
.6.2 and the mobility, and hence the conductivity. T is the Kelvin temperature and 
k is Boltzmann's constant. 

Using the molecular conductivities obtained from his assumptions about the 
relation between proton jumps in ice and in water, he calculated a rate of proton 
jump displacements of 4. 15 X 1011 I sec for the H3 o+ ion and 1. 6 X 1011 I sec for 
the OH- ion. From the ion concentration calculated above, he estimated the rate 
of proton jumps per H 2 0 molecule to be 1521 sec. Although the argument is use
ful, the ·premise and with it all the conclusions are in doubt. Thus much depends 
on the true value for the de conductivity of ice. 

From the data for the electrical conductivity in dilute aqueous solutions of 
the ions H 3 o+, K+, Ho-, and C1-, Bjerrum extracted the molar conductivities due 
to proton jumps in water and their activation energies. Using these, and breaking 
the dissociation energy of water into two parts, that due to the proton jump and 
that. due to the separation of the ions, he developed two theoretical expressions 
for the activation energy for c·onduction in ice. One, based on a dielectric constant 
of 88 for ice, is 9. 95 kcallmole. The other, based on a dielectric constant qf 5. 9 
(the radio frequency value), is 19. 7 5 kcallmole in (forced) agreement with the data 
he cites from Johnstone. Use of such a value for the dielectric constant requires 
that, once formed, the ion pair separates in the order of 10 -s sec. 

It is interesting to note his remark to the effect that because the ions must 
move through ice by proton jumps only, " •.• impurities do not have the same 
large effect on the conductivity of ice as they have on water. It is therefore 
easier to determine experimentally the conductivity of pure ice than of pure water. " 
Apparently he never tried to measure it himself. · 

Conductivity measurements made by Bradley ( 1957) in 1956 over a rather 
limited temperature range (-2 to -24C) give an activation energy of 12.3 kcallmole 
and a pre-exponential term of 23.4 1(ohm cm)- 1 for the region below -6C. His 
data converge with those of Johnstone at high temperatures (above -1 OC) but 
diverge at lower temperatures. Th!e measurements were made using a two
electrode technique in a silica and polyethylene cell. The water had an initial con
ductivit~ of 2 x 10-~ (ohm cm)- 1 at i25C and. was repeatedly frozen and mel~ed un~er 
vacuum 1n the cell 1n order to remo,ve the a1r. The electrodes were pallad1um fo1l 
welded onto platinum, and the ice, which was frozen up from the bottom of the cell, 
was annealed for dCl ys before meas4rements were begun. Some polarization was 
clearly encountered because the cu~rent was measured as a function of time and 
extrapolated to zero time. The data for w_ater were extrapolated from values quoted 
by Dorsey. I 

I 

In 1956, Siksna ( 1957) at Uppsa1la measured the electrical conductivity of large 
single crystal blocks of ice (typical' dimension perhaps 5 em). These were cut and 
polished by hand and mounted betwe:en electrodes of unspecified material. The 
resistivity measurements were made by discharging a capacitor of lcrlown ~size 
charged to 135 volts through the ice1 cell and measuring the time constant of the 
discharge. It is clear from his paper that polarization played an important part in 
his measurements and it is not surprising that neither his values nor their variation 
with temperat11re were reproducible. At -lOC, he found conductivities ranging 
from 5 x 10-10 to 1. 2 x lo-s (ohm cm)"' 1 • He did not analyze his temperature de
pendence in terms of activation energy, but t~e values of conductivity are such as 
to indicate activation energies in the range of 12. 5 to 40 kcallmole. As Siksna 
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indicates in_his discussion; . these measurements tell us little about the properties 
of pure ice but suggest some of the problems in connection with their measu,t,emenL 

Grariicher··et aL .. (195:7-):have :developed::.a-'theory to- de'scribe.the~ elect:d:c-~-1-.:.:' 
propertl.es of"ice,llothic and. de, in terms of.fbur kinds of pointdefects,. ·the, I> 
and L defects of Bjerrurh arid positive and negative ions (H3 o+ .and OH..;). This· has 
been expanded and treated in detail by Jaccard ( 1959). It follows from the theory 
that the dielectric constant, disp'ersion frequencies, and conductivity of ice will . 
depend in a prescribed way principally on the abunaance and mobilities of these. 
four defects. However, it·rerrtains for_ exp.eriment to provide these numbers. 

Measurements of the ac propertie·s (Granicher et al., 1957; and others) as 
interpreted by this theory lead to the conclusion thatthey are determined largely. 
by the Bjerrum defects. Experiments on ice doped ~ith HF to increase the con~ 
centration of L defects in a known way (Jaccard, 1959) lead to a value for the . 
mobility of the L defect (~L = 2 X lo- 4 cm2 /v-sec at -lOC) and a value for the D 
defect less than or equal to' this. From ac measurements on.pure _ice, one tr;tay 
t:Q.en estimate the concentration of D and L' defects ·(nD and nL) with the result 
that 

( 4) 

where 

EDL/2 = 0'.34 ev =7.9 kcal/moie. (5) 

1t is also evident that the concentration' of ions in pure ice must be much srnaJle'r 
that that of Bjerrum defects. 

An additional c·on.sequence of th~ the6·ry is that the de conductivity of ice 
will be limited by whichever is in the minority, ions or Bjerrurn defects. Thus, 
to ,explore the properties of the ions it is necessary to measure the de conduc-
tivity. This has also been done by Granicher et al. Starting with water of con-· 
ductivity io-6 to 10-7 (ohm ~m)- 1 , i~e sample7 were prepared. Electrodes of Au, 
Pt or Ag foil were frozen onto their surfaces. It was found that completely repro
ducible results could not be obtained a:nd that the currents measured for a constant 
applied voltage were not time independent. However, when gold ele.ctrodes were 
applied. by evappration in a vacuum at liquid nitrogen temperatures, time independent 
currents could be obtained. Measurements on samples prepared in this way gave a 
de conductivity at -1 OC of 1 o-s to 10-9 (ohm em) - 1 and an actiVation energy of 0. 6 ev 
(14 kcal/mole). Jaccard also quotes experiments of this kind for an applied f1eld of 
250 volts I em which gave a -1 OC conductivity of 1 o-9 (ohm em) - 1 and an activation 
energy of 0. 61 ev. It is not clear whether or not this represents an additional experi
ment. 

Granicher et.al. also report experiments in which a slab of pure ice was sand
wiched between Twolayers of HF-doped ice. Pt or Au electrodes were then frozen 
to the doped layers. This arrangement gave ohmic contact from l25.K to 250 K 
and an activation energy of 0. 32 ev (7. 5 kcal/mole) with a p~e.~exponential of about 
4 (ohm cm}-1 •. The correspohding conductivity at -LOG would' be about 3·.x- 10""6 

(ohm em) -l. The explanation offered is· that H 3 o+ ions arid L defects diffuse rapidly 
into the pure ice from the dop.ed sections and· thereby; increase the de_nsity of charge 
carrie-rs in proportion to their concentration in the doped layers. This interpreta-

. tion raises the .question of what happens in any piece of ice, which must be bounded 
by surfaces which are sources or sinks· for the different defects. 
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· :Eigen and De Maeyer (1958) have attempted to measure ·the ionic con-centration 
~j ·a:~d (h.~· i_on mobilities ~+arid~- in ice by other means and hence to deduce the 

· coridu·c:tiVi-tf: They used several different experim.ents . 
... ·r-: ., • k 

THe . .dissociation equilibrium of water (H+ + OH- · ~ Hz 0, in which kR = 
kD .· . 

recorrtbination rate constant and kD'. =·dissociation rate constant) is altered in stro:r:1g 
electric fields. From the magnitude of this change, a value of the effective dielectr1c 
constant involved in dissociation, Eeff'. ma·y be deduced. The relaxation time when 
the field is removed, 'T c, is given by 'T c = 1 I (2kR Cj) where Cj is the concentration 
of jons. This can be measured experimentally. Tlius if kR can be found, Cj may 
be determined. Another effect of high fields is that ions are swept out. as fast as they 
are formed and thus a measurement of the saturation current J s leads to a value 
of the dissociation constant which is related to kR through the equilibrium constant 

KHzO 

( 6) 

Thus 

(7) 

Each member on the right can be inferred from experiment. 

From their measurements on water and ice,· Eigen and De Maeyer have found 

C. (ice .lOC) = (3 to 15)xlo-11 mole/1 
J 

which gives an equilibrium constant 

K(Hz O)(ice -loc) '; (2 to 40) x)o-z 3 mole/1 

as contrasted with. that for water 

~z 
0 

(water 25C) = 1. 821 ix 10-1 6 mole/ 1. 

I 

From the detailed behavior of t~e satu-~ation current as a function of field, 
they were able to estimate also the product C· ~ where 1-1+ and 1.1.- are 
respectively the mobilities of the po~itive an;j_ negative ions. Another relation 
gives kR as a function of (f.l+ + ~-)/Ebff· ·Thus Cj, ~+and~- may be determined 
independently of the conductivity 0"·1 

C.N0 
O" = nj q (~+ + ~ -), nj looo = ions/cm3

• (8) 

where q is the ionic charge. The values so obtained lead to conductivities of about 
(3 to 70) x 10-10 (ohm cm)- 1 for ice :at -lOC, which effectively bracket those found 
experimentally by Johnstone, Bradley, and others and would thus tend to confirm 
them. However, it is not clear to us that the measurements of Eigen and De Maeyer 
are intrinsically any less dependent on impurities, surface and electrode effects, 
etc., than are the measurements of conductivity. Put another way, the question 
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is this::· Do both·types of ~xperiment measure ·effectively the, same things. (and· 
· consequently give· similar results), and if so .are· these the properties of pure-
. ice? Certainly if the r·esults' of ·several ,different observers ... tneastiring sub-;-- · 
stantially different effects· happen :to more· or less inters-ect· at ~ lOC it is· not 
Sttrprising if another measure·ment arrived at by a more: ci:rcuitous route gives 

7 

a value also in this range. It would be useful to find out if Eigen and De Maeyer 's 
numbers' would change appropriately for ice d~ped with a known impurity .. 

. . ·'In:the meantim'e_; it.see'ms· evident fro~ the variety of activatioh .ertergies 
. reported th~t di~f~rent o_bser.vers are me,asur.ing different things. _One caJ?.n~t. 
accept ,with confidence the value of Q-at ...:1oc as being that of pure ice simply . 
because the various cilrve_s inter sect at about this temperatu're. · · · 

~o~~ recently ( 196~), Heinmets an~_ Blu~: (1963) measured the· conductivity 
of ice unqer what they believed to be conditions of high purity (dern,ineralized 
distilled water passed through a millipore filt~r).-':~ The cell was apparently 
Pyrex, although its material is not specified,-· and it also c'ontained some 
cellulose acetate~ t In order to remove the dissolved air, the water in the cell 
was repeatedly frozen -and melted under vacuum. The cell was then refrozen, 
opened an,d a solution of HC:l. in glycerine· was poured into each end to form 
electrodes. Electrical contact was es-tablished by imn~ersing platinum plates 
in this liquid. In this way apparently they' -~ere able to produce nearly time 
independent C'l;lrrents (although they do mention. some trouble in obtaining "stable 
conductivity values"). · 

With this apparatus (in contrast to the measurements of Granicher et al. 
who found a threshold potential o~ .1 volt)n their sa11;dwich electrode experiments) 
Heinmets and Blum found no evidence for: a potential threshold down to 20 mv 
applied potential. Their :early experiment-s, which they dl.smiss as unsatisfactory 
for one reason or another, gave activation- energy values of the order of 15 to 
19 kcal/mole. The last two, . in whichthey:voice the greatest confidence, gave 
values of about 24.2 kcal/mole and a condu,<;:tivity at -lOG of 1. 6 x lQ-9 (ohm cm)- 1 • 

Their temperature range was small, -3 to -20(:;, _and above -7C there. was a sudden 
drop in condu-ctivity. This anomaly is in the opposite direction to that reported by 
Johnstone and Bradley in the sam~ temperature range. 

Eighty-eight years have now e'rapsed. since th~ measurem~nts of Ayrton and 
Perry. Yet the question of the d~ _condttctiv_ity of pure ice and hence of its· 
mechanism and of the ionic concentration remains unanswered·. 

III. SURFACE EXPERIMENTS 
. . . . . 

In order to test.·the s~rface conductance hypothesis several· di'ffer'ertt kinds 
of experiments were performed. It was recognized at the outset that it would 
be extremely difficult to meastJre·the properties of uncontaminated ice surfaces 
unless ic~ cleaned itself _naturally by ~ublimation. However, since the purpose 
of these experiments was to find out whether or not surface conductance was 
important under more or less normal experimental conditions, we made the 
·measurements in air,. being careful not to contaminate the surface but without 
exercising the kind of experim~ntal care which is required for· measurements on 

*We have been unaqle to maintain the low conductivity of our best·water when it is 
passed through a miliipore · filte!. Heinmets and .Blum do not report the conductivity 
of their water. . 
timpurities may leach;ou~ of both of_these materials •. - . 

. ....... ·. 
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clean surfaces. Because at the time we had no better water,, our first experiments. 
were done with samples grown from demineralized distilled water having a room 
temperature resistivity of 2 x 106 ohm-em. Since these early ·experiments seemed 
to indicate surface currents large compared to the bulk, there was no reason to 
obtain purer water until this thesis had been explored. 

Guarded ring measurements 

The first experiment was a guarded ring measurement (Fig. 1) in which the 
guard ring and center disk were of equal area. In this way, for the same potential 
difference, the bulk current through both zones should be the same. The current 
through the center disk can be considered as comprising two terms, the bulk. 
current ib due to bulk conductance and a fringing current if due to bulk conductance 

·in the region between the disk and the ring. The ring current comprises three 
terms: bulk current ib', fringing current if' and a surface current is• .Because 
of the geometry, ib = ib' and if ='if'. Therefore ·the difference between the ring 
current and the disk current should be is. 

~~.:::~ 

··rt· . !·· J 
I 5.740 em I 

i 
I 

I 

Sample 1 - 1. 06 
Sample 2 - 1. 16 

I 

Sample 3 - 0. 78 
Sample 4 - 1. p1 
Sample 5 - 0. ~3 
Sample 6 - 1. 25 

em Sample 
em Sample 
em Sample 
em Sample 
em Sample 
em Sample 

Sample 

7 - 0. 77 em 
8 - o. 77 .em 
9 - 1. 09 em 

10 - 1. 08 em 
11. - 1. 05 em 
12 - 1. 05 em 
13 - o. 93 em 

Figure 1. Gu~rded ring apparatus for sep
arating bhlk and surface effects. 

/ 

This simple scheme has several drawbacks. -For example,- if there is 
electrode polarization, the currents will not indicate the true conductance. More
over, unless the ammeter resistance Rg can be kept small with respect to 'the · 
sample resistance, one instrument shunts the other through the sample thereby 
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distortin,g the measurements. Nevertheless, it seemed a usefui experiment to 
give us an order-of-magnitude estimate of surface. current. Accordingly, the 
apparatus of Figure 1 was constructed and used to study several samples of pure 
polycrystalline ice. The ice was grown from 2 X 106 ohm-em water in a Lucite 
tube having just the diameter of the apparatus. It was then partially extruded from 
the tube, faced off and frozen to one plate. Then a section of the proper length was 
c1,1t off, faced and mounted in a jig of the sarrie tubing so that th.e other plate could 
be frozep on in the proper register. A voltage of 67 r/ 2 v Wfl.S applied to the 
sample and the resulting currents were measured using Keithley Model 200 electro
meters equipped with the Model 2008 decade shunt. 

Our measurements showed a much larger current in the ring. circuit than that 
for the center disk. At -lOC the ratio of these currents was typically a factor of 
ten. Moreover, the temperature dependence of the ring current was substantially 
greater than that of the disk current. The difference from sample to sample was 
great but we attributed this to the polarization and shunting mentioned above and 
interpreted our results as an indication of large surface currents. It will be 
shown that we now believe this to have been a partly mistaken infe·rence and our 
original measurements worthless. Therefore we have not includ-ed these data. 

Slim rod 4-probe mea.surements 

Believing that ·we had established the existence of large surface currents by 
means of the guarded ring experiment it remained to perform an experiment 
which avoided the difficulties already mentioned and thus obtain accurate meas
urements. Since the apparent surface currents were large compared to the bulk 
current even for a 1 in. diam sample, it followed that by using a sample in the;! 
form of a slender rod we could make the bulk current entirely negligible and thus 
use a standard four-probe technique to measure surface current. 

The second experiment was such a fo).lr-probe measurement made on a series 
of polycrystalline ice cylinders of 1/8 in. diam prepared by freezing 2 x 10 6 ohm
em water in clean Pyrex tubes and then extruding the ice. The current electrodes 
were platinum wire loops 1 em apart near the ,middle of the rod. Current was 
measured with a Keithley Model 200 electrometer with the Model 2008 decade shunt. 
Voltage was measured with a second Model 200 electrometer not shunted (input 
resistance greater than 1014 ohms),. well insulated from the ground and electro
statically shielded. The use of polycrystalline ice in all of this work was justified 
on the grounds that the surface is such a discontinuity in the ice lattice that a few 
regions of slight mismatch below the surface could affect its properties only 
slightly. 

The data shown in Figure 2 are typical of the measurements made with this 
apparatus. The two curves give the dependence of the surface conductivity in 
ohms- 1 (which by virtue of the geometry l.s numerically equal to the conductance 
in ohms- 1 ) as a function of the reciprocal of the absolute temperature for the same 
sample, 10 days having elapsed between measurements a and b. 

Several measurements taken in the intervening period all fall between these 
extremes, showing a general trend for the ce.nductance to d-ecrease slightly with 
time. The experiment~! points fall very nicely on straight line·s from whose 
s1e.pes an apparent activatie.n energy for conduction, E·, can be· derived. The re
sults of 11 different temp~rature run~ on 2 different samples gave ~ = 19. 25 ± 
0. 25. kcal/mole. The average conductance at -lOC was {3. 3 ±. 5) x lo-s ohm- 1 • 

If bulk current can be neglected, then,. "for the particular dimensions used here, 
the conductance is equal to th~ surface conductivity. 
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4.05 

Figure 2. Conductance (ohms)'"" 1 vs 1000/ To K- 1 

£0r slim rod experiments in air. Data of line b 
were taken 10 days after those of line a. 

The slow decrease in conductan,ce with time suggested that there was a gradual 
cleansing or poisoning of the surfac~ depending on the point of view one took as to 
the nature of the conductance. To e;xplore· this matter, the atmosphere of one 
experiment was changed from air toi COz. • There was no measurable change in con
ductance or activation energy. In another experiment, the sample was immersed 
in kerosene; again there was no appar~nt change. At the time, these two experiments 
were interpreted to mean that the sJ.rface was already well contaminated before the 
experiments in air even though we h:ad tried to avoid contaminatio~n. This contamina
tion could have been simply a matter of absorbed gases. The reproducibility and 
stability of the samples made a good case for this interpretation. Nearly unavoidable 
surface contamination of this kind i~ consistent with the hypothesis that the high 
activation energies reported by som'e observers were a consequence of surface con
ductance. More will be said shortly about the implications of the actual numbers. 

Large rod four-probe measurements 

As a further test of the surface· current hypothesis, two experiments were done 
with larger rods (diameter 2. 8 em and voltage probes 2. 2 em apart). The purpose 
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of these experimerits was to show the transition from predorni~aritly surface 
current at high temperatures to predominantly bulk current at low temperatures. 
Since these two: currents rriust be measure¢!. in parallel and sihce .the ·surface 
current seemed to have a: rriuch strortger temperature deperiderice as measured 
by the guard ring expe:dmthits thari did the bulk cu.rrent, it follow~d that the bulk 
current rrlust be dominant at low temperatures. Since de measurements at low 
temperatures are ~ery difficult due to. the hig.h resistancesirivdlved, it was 
desirable to use a large eriough sai:ripie so that the transition could be expected 
at a reasonable temperature. 

The first sample was measured down to •31. 5C and behaved iri a manner 
similar to th~lt of the s:triall rod ~xcept that the slope of the conductance vs 1 I T 0 k 
plot did not seem to he ptable with time. Two different values of activati9n energy 
were obtained, 19 kcal/mole and 22 kcal/niole. Since this sample contained 
bubbles it was discarded and a hew clear polycrystalline sample was prepared. 
Measurements on this sample were carried down to -68C. The data are shown in 
Figure 3. It can be seen that the curve has the general feature~ expected, a steep 
slope (21. 6 kcal/mole) at high temperatures giving way t:o a smaller slope at low 
temperatures (1.3 kcal/mole). The crossover comes in the vicinity of -30C. At 
-60C there is a discontinuity in the curve but the same slope is· retained. The 
reason for this discontinuity is not known. It may have been the resuit of thermal 
cracking although none·was observed, or it may have been a systematic error in 
temperature measurement. (On the basis of later experience, we beiieve that true 
temperature equilibrium may not have been obtained in these measurements and that 
consequently the temperature of the sample was higher than the measured tempera
ture of the environment.) The depenqence of sample current on applied voltage at 
-lOC was measured and found to be almost linear up to 70 ·v. However, there 
appeared to be a residual potential o:f about 1. 5 v across the current terrninais, 
which were aluminum. Presumably thi$ was a polarization t>"otential resulting from 
the previous measurements. The relation between the current and the potential at 
the voltage electrodes was strictly linear and the residual voltage was less than 
o. 02 v. 

A second measurement 5 days later on this same samp.ie was disappointing. 
The data were erratic at about -30C and again at -40C and the steep l.riitial slope 
did not materialize. Suspecting that part of the difficulty might be due ~o frost 
forming on the surface, we made current measurements with the sample deliber
ately frosted and again as it was clearing. The effect of the frost was to decreas·e 
the current by a factor of three or more. This fact also impl~es a la.:r'ge surface 
contribution to the total current. Further measurements ori this sample failed to 
show the pronounced transitioh noted in Figure 3. The reason is hot clear. How
ever, it should be pointed out that the regioh below -30G is a difficult One in wh.ich 
to make good measure.mehts. Thermal cracks can develop because the ice b~
comes brittle, frost forms, the currents being measured be.cdme very small so 
that the measurements· be:come highly susceptible to distortion by stray currertts 
and polarization, and the time cOnstants of the system become ve.:ry iarge. ( 

Guard ring ac measurements 

If there is a farge surfac'e contribution to the de condtictarice, it would .be: 
interesting and usefui to study the ac properties as welf. Thif? can be done con
veniently using the guard ring technique aiready described. Forc ac measurements 
electrode polarization. is a problem only at very low frequencies and it is therefore 
unnecessary to us·e a four-probe technique. Since the guard ring experiment is a 
difference technique, it is possible in principle to cancel the buik contribution 
entirely. The extent to which this can be doneinprac·tice depend's primarily on the 
accuracy with -which- the samp1e dimensions can be controlled. A· slim rod experi
ment has the disadvantage that, as the frequency increases, the bulk conductance 
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ELECTRICAL CONDUCTION IN ICE 

Figure 3. Conductance (ohms)-1 vs 1000/T°K•1 

of a large four -probe sample in air. 

increases and at some point may become the dominant factor. Aiso fringing effects 
become troublesome. i 

An extensive series of guarde~ ring ac measurements was made using a General 
Radio Type 1615A capacitance briqge with a General Radio Type 1232A tuned null 
detector. This bridge is designed:specially for three-terminal applications. The 
measurements were made as showp in Figure 4. First the standard guarded cir
cuit arrangement was used to mea~ure the bulk properties. Then the guard and 
disc connections were interchange9. and the outer ring {bulk plps surface) properties 
were measured. Because the secdnd arrangement does not prevent a slight fringing 
flux in the. air· surrounding the sa:rriple it can be expected to include a shunt capaci
tance of the order of 1 picofarad (pfd) due to fringing. The frequency range cover-ed 
was 20 to 20, 000 cps. ! 

• I 

The first measurements were made using brass electrodes and polycrystalline 
samples. Later experiments included both polycrystalline and single crystal 
samples and platinum electrodes were used with one sample. All samples were 
prepared from demineralized distilled water having an initial resistivity of about 
2 x 106 ohm-em. Their dimensions are given in Figure 1. 



Figure 4. Simplified 
schematic diagram of 
the bridge circuit for 

?.-~ !rieasurements. 
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Ni~~ pgysic(illy separat~ samples were prep~red 
and measured. Several of these then were modified 
(~s wq(b~ e~lain~d) and .re~eas"!:lr.e(l, mct~ipg ~ tot~) 
of l3 sarr1p~es~ The fi:p;t lq were pql.ycryst~lline .. 
samples pr.epareq as fgllorvs: a L1.1.cH~ tuhe, :p.~ying the 
~a:rp.~ ip.~~d~ (;!ic:u:peter as our ~e§t p~U WetS filled v.rHh 
c!emir:teraH?t~d qil:!tille,d wate:r which he3:¢l q~en bqiled 
tq remove dissolv~q g~ses ~ The tql::>e was fille¢1 hot 
~11-q ;5e4l~q. H wp.s then pla~eq ·qn a ~qld plate ~n a 
fre~~er so th~t ic~ :(rp.ze · slo'VlY 1.1-P fro:rn the botto1I1-· 

·for s~mpl~s 1 thrqt1gh 6, the tee ·w~s c:::arefuUy 
extru,P.~d· :(rpm the tube until a suitable region was 
;reac:::he4~ It Wet~ cut on a banci saw, faced, and frozen 
onto one pl,ate of our assembly. It was then, ex~rt1deq 
1 em furt:Q.~r, cut again and frozen onto the other plate. 
T:P.is. process was. accomplished with the aid of a · 
P~Cistic sleeve for centering ·both plates. on the sarp.ple. 

To lessen the ch~n~e :(or contamip.~tion,. the !1-eXt 
f8l1~ sections wer~ cqt witho-qt. extr~ding the speci!!len 

from the tube. This des-troyed the t111:>e but left the sample encased, in a Lp.cite 
jacket. The faces o:( the sCl.mple were then -trimmed anq the e+ectrodes were 
fro;zen to it much as before. Measurements. were made :(irst with this plastic 
ring in place (samples 7, 9~ ll and 13). The ring wa;:; then removed by g,eptly 
warming it a11-d sliding it qff oyer the electrqdes Cl.P-4 the rne~~1Jremen.tp, were 
r~pe~teq (sq.mptes 8, lQ an.d 1~). It w~s cle~r from comparipons of the data that 
no change coulq be fiScrilH~d to the Lt1cite ring. Therefore, s.ince it afforded 
protection to the SCl.m:p.le, it was not remoyed f:ro!P single cryst~l sample 13. 

Samples ~ 1, 12 and 1 ~ were adjc;cept sect~ons of a single crystal grown in a 
similar t').lbe frqm si:rnilq.r water. }!()wever~ in this case, th~ water was cooled . 
and the g~ses were expeil~d by sealing the system and evacl!-ating it to the vapor 
pressure of the water. Pumping with o~casiopal shaking y;.ras continued l1ntH · 
bul:>l:>les ceased to a pear (about hC~-lf an ho1.1-:r). Then the systern wap ope11-ed and 
seeded at the bottom wHh a single crys.tal seed. It was agaip. evCl.c'4ated and 
sec:l.led ap.d t4~ tt1be was +owered se~q ~n.d f.irpt into a polq p~th Cit -27C. The 
:r:ate of lowering, ~nd th.erefpre the rate qf growth. of t}le cryst9-l, \Yet~ 3 m:rn/h:r. 
The single crysta) was sectioned p.p.q mounted ill just the same manner as were 
polycrystalline samples. 7 ~ ~0. 

Eqp.ivalent parallel condt1ctance and capacitanpe for both bulk an.d bulk 
plt1s surfac~ were meast1r~d as function of freqllency in the rar+ge 20 - 20, 000 
cps for a number o:( different temperatl1res between QC and ... 3QC. RepresenF~tive 

data are given in Figures 5-Fl. figure 5 shoy.rs the behavior of ?ample 5 at -12~ 7C 
which is typical of the early polycryptalline $amples. This may be ~ompared with 
Figure 12, a -12. OC me~sl!r~ment of .single crystal sampl~ 12. When ailowance is 
made for the fact that sample 1? is about 12o/q thickE:r t:Q.an sample 5, the data for 
the two samples are in f~tr agreement, indicating at mqst a rr1inor effect due to 
grai:q. bounda:ries. We l:>elieve th.at the te<,:hnique of p:r;eparipg and mouptipg sample 
1? was S.URerior to th~t ~se4 fqr ~a;mple 5~ Th,erefore the ~g:rger low-:(requeJ1GY. 
conductance· and capacitance of sq.mple 5 is, attribute9 in part to impurities. · 
Sample 10, wp.ich was also polycrys.talline, h~ving fewer anq lq.rger crystallites 
than sample 5, also shows similar f~atures (compare Figure 6 for sample 10 
at -11. 6(1 with Figure 12 for s9-mple 14, si:q.gle crystal at -1~~ OG). ·We are 
.conc~rned her~ only w~th the bulk ( cen~er electrode) behavior. By virtue of 
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the fact that the crystallites of sample 10 are larger than those of sample 5 we 
would expect any grain boundary contribution iri 10 to be smaller than that in 5. 
Thus we do not attribute most of the behavior of 5 and 10 to grain boundaries. 
However, on the basis of these experiments, we carti'ibt exclude the possibility 
of some grain boundary contribution. As will be seen in Section V, subsequent 
experiments with very much purer materials lead us to believe that, for very 
pure samples, grain boundary effects are small. 

Figures 7-13 show data for samples 11 and 12. These are measurements 
made on a single crystal using brass electrodes,· first with the Lucite jacket in 
place {11) and then with it removed {12). Comparison of these curves shows 
that the Lucite ring has no measurable effect. 

Figures 14 and 17 show the behavior of a single crystal sample { 13) cut 
· from the same bar as sample 12 and adjacent to it. This sample was measured 
in a test cell identical to that used before except that the electrodes were platinum 
plated. The data are very similar. A slight tendency can be seen for the brass 
electrode capacitance values to rise at the lowest frequency. This is absent in 
the platinum electrode measurements and we interpret it as a sign of electrode 

•. polarization for sample 11. An even more striking difference is seen between 
samples 5 and 10 {relafl.vely impure with brass electrodes) and sample 11 (rel
atively pure with brass electrodes). Thus electrode polarization seems to be 

--~;;-~_9ciated also with sample _c::_ont~~in_atio!l~:_ 

20 

!'i 
.:!- 160 

11.1 

~ 140 
ct 
1--

~ 120 
11. 
ct 
u 

D 

~0~----~---L-+~~~~~--~2--~--4~~~~~----~--~~~~~~ 

FREQUENCY (cps) 

Figure 5. Sample 5, {polycrystalline, brass electrodes). 

Equival~nt parallel conductance and capacitance measurements for three-electrode 
assembly shown in Figure 4. Crosses indicate values for bulk plus surface (ring 
electrode) and circles indicate values for bulk {center electrode). 2 x 1 o6 ohm..;.cm 

water. 
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~o~----~--~-+~-+~~~----~2~~L-~4-~~~~~-----+~_L~~~~~~ 

Figure 6. 

FREQUENCY (cps) 

Sample 10, -11. 6C {polycrys_talline, brass electrodes 
but with larger crystallites than sample 5). 

.4 

01oL------t===±=!;4=:!~~t±t;:====~2F"=t:::~4~Li6~{-l.,tr-----t--_L--~L~+Lfc 
FREQUENCY (cps) 

Figure 7. Sample 11, -8._ OC {single crystal, brass electrodes, 
witli Lucite jacket). 

is 

Equ:lvaient parallei .conductqnce and capacitance rrieasureme:P:ts _for three-eiect.rode 
a~,se_i±i~iy shown in Fig{ire, 4., Cros ~es inciicate vaiues for bui~ pl~s surf~ce (ring 
elect~odej arid circles ihdid:l.te values for bulk {center electrdde). Z X 106 ohrn-cm 

water. 
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~o~----~==~=i~=i~~~====~z~~~~4_j~_Ltl~----~--_L_j~~~~ 

FREQUENCY (cps) 

Figure 8. Sample 11, -12.8C. 

01o~----~==±==f~=F~~~====~z~~--±4~-f~~*'----~--~~~~-L~ 
FREQUENCY (cps) 

9., Sample 11., -19. SC. 

Equivalent parallel conductance and capacitance measurements for three-electrode 
assembly shown in Figure 4. Crosses indicate values for bulk plus surface (ring 
electrode) and circles indicate values for bulk (center electrode). 2 X 1 Q6 ohm-em 

water. 
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~qui valent parallel cond~ctance ~nd. capacitance rnea~urerne:P.ts for tlit~e~electrode 
~~;:;,e,inlbly show~).ri f~,?~f~ i .4~ I ... c.r,O.~ ~;s}~d,l.c:a.te • vah~.~.s f9r ... b\ll~ pluS, s,ur~ace (?-"i?g 
electrode) and c1rcles 1nd1cate values for bulk (center electrode). 2. x 106 ohm-em 

~~t~f~ 
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8 102 2 . 4 6 

FREQUENCY (cps) 

Figure 12. Sample 12, -12C. 
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Figure' 13. Sample 12, -ZOC. 

Equivalent parallel conductance and capacitance measurements for three-electrode 
assembly shown in Figure 4. Crosses indicate values for bulk plus surface (ring 
electrode) and circles indicate values for bulk (center electrode). 2 x 1 Q6 ohm-em 

water. 
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.Fl.gu:te- 14. Sample 13, -6. 4C (single crystal sample, cut adjacent 
to sarnpie 12, pla~~~urt?:. pJ~t¢d. brass electrodes). 

Figure 15. Sample 13; -iz. 6C. 
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Equivaleht parallel conductance and capacitance measurements for three-electrode 
assembly shown ih Figure 4. Crosses indicate values for bulk plus surface (rihg 
electrode) and circles indl.tate values for bulk (center electrode). 2 x io6 ohm-em 

water. 
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Figure 16. Sample 13, -18. 2C. 

.4 

~o~----~==9=~4~~~~~~==~z~~L_~4~~~~~~~-+---L~4~r=~~e~l~ 
FREQUENCY (cps I 

Figure 17. Sample 13, -24.8C. 

Equivalent parallel conductance and capacitance measurements for three-electrode 
assembly shown in Figure 4. Crosses indicate values for bulk plus surface (ring 
electrode) and circles indicate values for bulk (center electrode). 2 x 106 ohm-em 

water. 
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' It _is evid~nt froJ:l:l figures s~ 17 iliat the dispersio_ii ~s terripe'rat\ti"e_depeilderit. 
If the dispers~on is 6~ the pure Debye type; 1t carl be described by the ~quaHbn. 
(smythe, i 955, ch~ ti) 

(9) 

ih which e:* 1s. th~ cornjjHex cHeiectric con~tant, e:0o is_ tiie high;.;frequ~ricy dieiec;; 
tric constahi(rad:l6 freqtieh_cy; not 8ptical fr_eque:hcy), ts is the ,static, or zero 
frequency, diel~ctric constant, w is tlie ariguUir frequency iri radians per second, 
'f is the relaxation tirhe (sec) characteristic of the material, £·, is the real part 
of the dielectric constant and e: ri is_ the imaginary part of the dielectric cdnsta_nt. 

Ordinarily, too :ls independent of temperature, ( e: s - a Oc)) ha-~ a slight tempera
hire dependence, varying as 1 IT, and T lias a temperature- dependence which obeys 
an equation of the form 

li-r = w = 2Trf =A exp(-E/RT) radians/sec - m- m 
( 1 0) 

in which wm is the angular frequency of relaxation, fm is the frequency of relaxa
tion, E is the activation energy for the relaxation process in kcal/mole, R is the 
gas constant (kcal/tnole deg K) and K is the Kelvin temperature. 

We might equally well describe the dispersio'n in terms of a complex con
ductivity cr ~~ 

( i 1) 

~er~ Vi/~ ha~e aclcled a parallel de conductance CTo to the pict';l:fe and have designated 
the real and imaginary parts of the ac conductivity as cr' and cr" respectively. The 
:real and imaginary parts are 

£ i ~ too = 
t- - £ __ .s oo 
1 + wz-r·z 

e:" = 
e:s - £ Oo 

1 + WZ t 2 

-- ii 
CT_. 

- cJt b 

W T = o-' 
w to 

where e: 0- is the perinitivity of free space. 

It is evident that 

when w - i /-r. 

rNote that e: - in our notation is what ja.ccard cails e: • s e:oo s 

( i 2) 

( 13) 

( 14)t 
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Determining 'T in this way, we have evaluated the constants A and E for samples 
11 , 12 and 13 ( Table I , Fig. 18) . 

Table I. Frequency factor and activation energy. 

Sample A/2-rr( sec) .. 1 E( kcal/mole) 

11 2. 7 X 1014 13.3 

12 2. 9 X 1014 13.3 

13 2. 9 X 1014 13. 6 

These values are in good agreement with the published literature (Auty and Cole, 
1952; Feuersanger, 1947). 

A somewhat better but more tedious technique of analysis is to plot (o- - o-0 ) /w 
against E' - e: 00 as a function of frequency. The result for a pure De bye dispersion 
is a semicircle. The frequency for which E = (Es + E~/2 is the relaxation · 
frequency, fm = 2-rrw'T. This technique, often called a Cole plot (Cole and Cole, 
1941 ), has the advantage that all the points contribute to the determination of the 
origin and radius of the semicircle. Thus it is more accurate. It is of particular 
usefulness when the dispersion is not quite a pure Debye type (e. g., for a distribu
tion of relaxation times). The data for sample 11 have been reevaluated in this 
way and lead to the same results. A Cole plot for sample 13 at -30C is shown in 
Figure 19. (Conductance and capacitance are plotted here rather than conductivity 
and dielectric constant. ) 

The most interesting feature of these experiments is the difference between 
the conductance and capacitance values for the ring (bulk plus surface) and those 
for the disk (bulk). On the basis of our thin rod experiments (p. 9) we would have 
expected a surface de conductance of about 6 X 1 o-? ohm - 1 at -1 OC for the ring 
samples. An added frequency dependent term might or might not appear. How

"' Q. 
u 

o Sample No. II 

A Sample No. 12 

x Sample No. 13 

Figure 18. Semi-log plot of relaxation 
frequency vs 1000/T°K-1 for samples 
11, 12 and 13 yielding the data of Table I. 

ever, for all of these experiments the . 
difference was small and in the low 
frequency region was even less than 
the projected de value. This suggests 
a large impurity contribution to the de 
surface conductance in the slim rod 
exper~ments. 

The difference in capacitance 
[ C (bulk plus surface) - C (bulk) = 
~C] and in conductance [ G (bulk plus 
surface) - G (bulk) = ~G] are plotted 
for a representative po1ycrystalline 
sample (9) in Figures 20 and 21 and 
for the single crystal sample 13 in 
Figures 22 and 23. Remembering the 
fact that these are difference curves, 
they are reasonably smooth and well 
behaved. It is apparent at once that 
the shapes of these curves are very 
similar to those of the parent curves 
from which they were derived. This 
would lead us to suppose that they are 
a consequence of unequal areas of ice 
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60 80 100 
e~bw CJ.LJ.Lf) 

Figure 19. Typical dole piot (sample 13, -30C}. 

o = -5.5°C 
X = -11.8°C 

1::. = -18.2°C 

Figure 20. Differ~nce in capacitance (bulk plus surface, minus 
bulk} vs frequency for $ample 9 at indicated temperatures. (Poly
crystalline sample from 2 megohm-em water, brass electrodes.} 

23 
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0 =_-5.5 °C 

x =-11.8°C 

6 = -18.Z°C 

Figure 21. Difference in conductance (bulk plus surface, minus 
bulk} for sample 9 at indicated temperatures. 

X= -6.9°C 
o = -18.2°C 

6 = -24.3°C 

Figure 22. Difference in conductance (bulk plus surface, minus 
bulk} for sample 13 at indicated temperature (single crystal, 

platinum plated brass electrodes}. 
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0 " -6.4°t 0.1° c 
6 "-s.7•to.3•c 
x :.-le.,•to.l•c 

· • = 29.3•to.l•c 

6 

/ 

Figure 23. Difference in conductance {bulk plus surface, minus 
bulk) for sample 13 at indicated temperatures. 
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under the ring and disk electrodes. We estimate that misalignment of our plates 
relative to the sample and the possible misfit of the sample due to ellipticity of 
the Lucite tube in which the sample was grown cari account for a difference of a 
few per cent. The differences here seem to be larger than we can account for 
in this way. Moreover, a careful look at the differences shows that the frequency 
dependence is really not in accord with this explanation. For example, it is possi
ble to account for most of the difference .6..C above 500 cycles for sample 13 in this 
way but not fo_r that below 500 cycles. The trend for the .6..G is also right but the 
frequency dependence is not what it should be. The situation with sample 9 is much 
worse. The magnitudes are much too large to ascribe to unequal areas. We accept 
misalignment as a partial contribution only. 

Our experience with growing single crystals has led us to the realization that 
when impurities a,re present in a melt they usually do not distribute themselves 
uniformly throughout the crystal {Camp, 1963, p. 3). This is largely the result of 
different flow velocities, convection or forced, at different regions of the growing 
interface. As impurities are rejected to the melt by the growing .crystal, they 
increase the concentration in the melt at the liquid-solid interface.. Circulation 
sweeps them away and tends to reduce the concentration at the interface to the 
average value in the melt. The presence of an obstacle such as the wall of a tube 
reduces the circulation, allows greater concentration to build up, and therefore 
results in a higher concentration in the solid. Thus we believe that although the 
concentrations are very small indeed, the impurity content of the outer zone 
{ring) is greater than that of the center region (disk) and that this difference in 
concentration also contributes to .6..C and .6..G. Such an hypothesis is consistent 
with the fact that AC and .6..G are much larger for sample 9 than for sample 13. 
On the basis of the way in which they were prepared, and on the low frequency 
values of bulk conductance, we believe that sample 9 is less pure than sample ·13. 
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We cpnclude from thes~. expe~ir:p.ents that: _ (i) If ari a,.c effect occ;urs due to 
the surface, __ it is very sma~l; probably no rn.ore than Zo/o bf the total for the 
geometry a,.nd size used. (2) The effect of having a sa,.rnple jacketed w:i,.th Lucite 
is negligible {which is itself consistent with 1):. _(~) A-ii~:rriating current grain 
bo\lndary effects in pure crysta)s are smalL (4) 'Polari*~tiq'ri can be. reduced . 
both by usirig piatim.irri electrodes a,.i;ld pure ~amples _(a (:oricl\lsiqn which is greatty 
st:r ertgthened by the exp·eriments of Section IV cinCl V). ( 5) An apparent -surfq.ce 
effect CCi.rl be caused i:)y growing a sam,ple in such a way 'that there is a higher cori
centratiOJl- of impurities near the surface than in the interior~ 

A frequency-independent surface c~nductance should simply add in parallel 
to the frequency-depe:p.dent bulk conductan~e. Thus the low values of ac con
ductance at -low frequencies would imply either a much smaller surface current 
than found for the slim rod samples or a surface conductance which decreases 
with rising frequency. Although we had in mind no mechanism which could give 
rise to a sur:face conductance larger at de than at low audio frequencies, de 
measurements were made on some of the guard ring samples for the sake of 
completeness. Because the current was found to vary with time after the voltage 
was switched on, it was monitored with a recorder. Figure 24 shows the con
ductivity of both inner and outer zones (bulk and bulk plus surface) of sample 13 
measured in this way as a function of 1000 I To K'"'~ . Two sets of data are given: 
the first was measured 5 sec and the second 5 min after the voltage was applied. 
Between measurements, the sample was short circuited for about 30 min. 

~ 

~~ 
6 .... __ '<Ref. 13.5 kcal/mo/e 

/!.. '"" o''· ................. ~ .. 

. ~~~~~\ .. _ ~_-" 
• -~-- I " ~ I 

!l....,. I 
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I' 
I 
I 

6. 5 Sec.} . Inner e 5 MIO. . 

o_ 5 Se~. }. 
0 . uter 

" 5 Min. 

Figure 24. Apparent dc. conductiviity of 
sample 13 ( s:i,.ngle crystal, pl~tinurri plated 
guard ring electrodes) as· a function of 
temperature. Measurements were made 
of the current through each electrode 5 sec 
and 5 l.jnin after the voltage was applied 
giving rise to the four sets of data shown. 

It is clear from Figure 24 that, 
when polarization is present, one ma,.y 
obtain very different values of apparent 
activation energy in a two-probe ex
periment depending on how :much time 
elapses in each measurement between 
the application of the voltage and the 
measurement of the current. Note 
that although the slopes are about equal 
for the inner and outer zones for the 
5-sec data, .the slope at 5 min is 
significantly greater for the out~r zone 
than for the iriner. This suggests that 
the outer zone is able to depolarize 
somewhat faster than the inner, which 
lacks a free surface at the bottom 
electrode. 

Tirrie-depe:q.dent currents are an 
indication of pola:rization and therefore 
the conductance values are in doubt iri 
about the same proportions as the cur
rent varies with time. Figure 25 shows 
the current time behavior for ·sample 12 
(single crystal, brass el~ctrodes, no 
plastic riri,g) for -1 OC and - 2.3C .. It is 
typical of the data we obtained~· At the 
higher temperatures, the outer (ring) 
electrode current is only sl~ghtly time 
dependent, while the inner ~lectrode 
shows a large initial drop and then a 
fairly stable behavior. At lower tem
peratures both electrodes sJ;low the 
initial sharp drop followed by a slow 
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Bulk -23"C 5Nov. '63 

Seconds 

Figure 25. Log-log plot of current versus time for sample 
12 (single crystal, brass electrodes) after a constant potential 
of 10 volts was applied. Both ring and center electrode cur
rents were monitored. Polarization is clearly less for the 

ring electrode than for the center electrode. 
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decay. This behavior would be consistent with a model in which there was a 
nonpolarizable surface current having a large temperature dependence shunting 
the bulk conductance which was subject to polarization and had a smaller tem
perature dependence. It is also consistent with a model in which·the outer ring 
shows much less polarization than the inner. This could be the case if depolari
zation takes place at the edge of the electrode where air, ice and metal meet. 
Both zones have free edges of this kind at the top electrode, but the bottom 
electrode is solid and only the outer zone has a free edge. 

Slim rod experiments 

In order to clarify the questions raised by the foregoing experiments, it 
seemed necessary to repeq.t the slim rod experiments using better technique and 
water of very high purity. (As is discussed in the next section the latter eventually 
became available.) A polycrystalline rod sample was prepared from 15 megohm 
em water in a well leached Teflon tube of 1 I 8 in. inside diameter. The tube con
tained six platinum wire electrodes. The two end wires served as current electrodes 
and measurements between adjacent pairs showed a uniform potential distribution 
along the sample and a small polarization at the current electrodes·. The high tem
perature partofthesedatais shown in Figure 26 (A). Above -30C, the conductivity 
is almost constant. The wires were then removed permitting the sample to be 
extracted. A section of rod adjacent to the one on which these measurements were 
made was extruded onto a framework of four platinum wires in a large polyethylene 
tube. ~Two of these served as current electrodes and two as volta.ge probes. Meas
urements taken in this configuration are shown in Figure 26 (B). The conductance 
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F~gure 26. Direct current conductivityvs 1000/ 
To Kfor slim rod experiments usinghigh purity 
water (four -probe). A. 1 I 8 in. rod encased ih 
Teflon; B. Sample adjacent to A after extrusion 
from the Teflon tube; C. Sample B after deliber-

ate contamination of the surface. 

i 

is one te two orders of magnitude' smaller than in A and has a strong temperature 
dependence. Finally, the surface: of the bar was deliberately contaminated by 
running a finger aiong its length. 'It was then remeasured with the results shown 
in Figure 26 (C). (The conductivity is calcuiated as a bulk conductivity.) The 
difference between branches A art~ B is surprising but it must be remembered that 
different samples were measured~ More important; inspection of both samples 
showed that B contained bubbles ~hile A was cleat.. the difference between B and 
C was clearly caused by surface t:reatment. 

We thus seem to be led to the: view that a clean surface contributes very 
little to the total conductance of a sample of the sizes considered here but that it 
is very easy for a large surface current to arise due to surface contamination. 
When we consider the actual numbers involved, we find that for the contaminated 
case the concept of simple surface conductivity is not adequate. It is shown in 
Appendix A that high activation energies for conduction necessarily i:tnpiy low values 
for conductivity when E >> R T (R = gas constant, T = temp, Kelvin). That is, the 
pre-exponential term in the Arrhenius equation cannot be arbitrarily large. For 
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conduction in the surface layer, it is shown that an activation energy of 19 kcal/ 
mole implies a surface conductivity of less than 3. 2 x lo-zo ohms- 1 at -IOC. 
This is in serious conflict with our measurements which appear to give values 
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in excess of lo-s ohms-1 • This difficulty stems at least in part from regarding 
surface conductance as occurring only in the surface monolayer. 

More properly, we should define surface conduct~nce as. that portion of the 
conductance which occurs because of the presence of a surface. If the surface 
imposes a disorder in the lattice which extends many layers below the surface 
layer, the conductivity of this whole disordered region may be altered. It is 
this change which we must regard as the surface contribution. Clearly this 
definition allows negative as well as positive values for surface conductivity. 

However, even this concept of surface conductivity does not reconcile our 
data for the slim rods. In the extreme case of a very thick layer, we would 
calculate bulk conductivity. Our slim rod values are then in excess of l0-7 (ohm 
em) - 1 and Appendix A shows that the maximum bulk conductivity we can account for 
in this way, having an activation energy of 19 kcal/mole, is 1Q-1Z (ohm cm)- 1 • We 
are forced to conclude that the temperature dependence we have measured does not 
give the activation energy for conduction. 

A way out of this dilemma can be found if we modify our model. If the effective 
thickness of the disordered layer is itself a strong function of temperature, we can 
have a specific conductance in this region which has a low activation energy (and 
hence can have a large value). The temperature dependence of the measured con
ductance will still be large because the thickness of the current-carrying layer is 
strongly temperature dependent. It is immaterial whether the heightened con
ductance is caused by the disorder itself or the presence of impurities in the dis
ordered layer. It does seem quite reasonable that a disordered structure should 
be a better host to impurities such as dissolved gases than a perfect lattice. (The 
idea of a disordered surface region many atom layers thick having properties 
quite different from those of ordinary ice is one which has received much support 
in recent years based on a variety of different experiments. Jellinek* has re
viewed this subject.) 

As an example, consider a cylindrical sample of radius r and of unit length. 
Let a very thin region of thickness 6 << r at the surface be disordered. (This 
is unreal in the sense that we expect the disorder to be a smooth function of the 
distance from the surface. However we can describe this region by an effective 
thickness 6 which is chosen to give the same conductance as the true disordered 
region.) Let the conductivity of the inner core be o-1 , and that of the disordered 
region be crz . Let the thickness 6 vary as · . 

e -efT ( 15) 

where 8 is a constant having the units of temperature. The· total conductance G 
of the sample will be (for the approximation 6 << r) 

TT rZ 2 TT r 
G - - 1- o-1 + - 1- 6 crz 

*Jellinek, H.H.G. (1961) Liquidlike layers on ice, Journal of,Applied Physics,, 
vol. 32, no. 9, p. 1793. 

( 16) 
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where 1. is the sample iength., and the apparent tonductivlty &a wli1 be 

For suf:f:l.ol.en.tly iarge samples <ri- wiil doml.na_te~ However in the· case which 
l.nterests us here a- >> o-1 , · artd therefore . , a 

cf. 
·a 

-eJtz .. : fi._o 
r 

-eft e . . . . 

li <tz - A 2 e -Ez /R T (that is, if it obeys the Arrhenius relation) we have 

~Az_ 6o: e -( e·R + Ez_ )/R T ..-. A e -E CTa /RT (w. ·here· A_E:_ ... 4A; Oo and (Ta =· r 

(i 7) 

(18) 

Ecta E R e + E2 ) which also is of the Arrhenius form. But ECTa is no longer the 
. . . 

energy of a molecular process. 

As a specific example, suppose 6 = 104 and R 9 ::: 13~ 5 kcal/rnole .. These 
numbers are so chosen that 6 falls in the range predicted by various authors* 
and has an activation energy approximately equal to that required to break two 
.bonds per molecule. At -lOG, 6 = 7 x lo-s em.· From our-experiment ECTa = 
·19 kcal/mole = R e + Ez . .Therefore Ez. = 19 - 13. 5 = 5. 5 kcal/rrtole is the 
activation energy for CTz • 

From eq A~3 (App. A) the maximum value CTz cart have at -ioc is 1. 6x 
ib"" 1 (ohm cm)..::1 forthis value of Ez. Thus the apparent conductivity, &a_, 
must be less than 1_. 4x ~ 0-7 (ohm em) -I • . : 

Clearly this is of the right order of magnitude to explain our resuits. Had 
. ··we, divide d. Ecta; differerttiy between R e and Ez or .. chosen a· different value for 6 

at .. 1()C we could have obtained almost any number We wished. ·.Thus while· the 
hurherical example We chose has a special interest, We can orily say .that :this kind 

. of e~planatioh can easily account for the vaiues we have measured •. 

. f - . . . -: . - ' ~ . -· .. : . . .. ' . . .. 
iV. IMPROVEMENTS JN TECHNIQUE 

I .. 

. '. : . . . •. .· i 

From the surface experhn~rtts of S~ctl.on 11:( it was ciear thaJ for :uncorttam
l.ncited surfc:tces,' surface cohdtiptlon did not_ play, a dominant,role when techrtiques 
of only moderate purity were ef!1ployed and large diameter samples were used. 
Thus we must cohsid.er severa1 other possibilities for explaining the var:lety of 
results found by previous investigators. They might ha.Ve· he~n caused by con~ 
tarninated surfaces. They might somehow be the result of bulk impurities. Or 
~ur own samples might have c9nta,in~d bulk impurities in sufficient qua!ltity so 
that the bulk impurity conductapce masked the surface conductance. This might 
then become important at higher purity. Therefore a serious attempt was made 
to prepare samples o£ the highest purity. Because, if possible, we wished to 
use a guarded ring technique f~r our measuremehts,· a systematic atterript was 
'also made to reduce polarizati6n and the consequent need for four -probe meas
ureinents, 

~:~see- for exarhple, N.H. Fletcher ( 1962) $urface structure of water andice, 
Philosophical Magazine, vol. 7, p. 255.-69 and a subsequent correction, Phil. 
Mag., vol. 8, (1963), p. 33. See also J. W. Telford and J. S. Turner (1963) 
Themotionofawirethroughice, Phil. Mag., vol. 8, p. 527-53i. Theidea 
of the disordered surface reg~_on goes back to Faraday. 
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Water purity 

In the previous single crystal experiments, the sample_, had been prepared 
from water which was first distilled, giving a conductivity at ·25C of about 1. 6 x 
10-6 {ohm cm)-: 1 • It was then passed through a Crystalab demineralizer {Model 
CL-5) which reduced the conductivity to about 5xlo-7 {ohm cm)- 1 • Samples 
were prepared by filling a Lucite tube with this water, chilling it to OC and 
inserting a seed crystal at the bottom. The system was evacuated for 30 min to 
remove dissolved gases and then the sample was slowly frozen from the bottom 
up {see Fig. 27a). In order to mount the samples, they had to be cut and frozen 
on~o the electrodes, processes which also introduced contamination. 
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A search for means of obtaining purer water revealed that block tin lined 
stills are reported capable of producing water having a conductivity roughly an 
order of magnitude lovyer than that obtainable from comme-rcial Pyrex or quartz 
stills {Smith, n. d.). The Barnstead Models E-1 and E-2 are said to produce 
water of 7 x lo-s {ohm cm)- 1 at a rate of 2 liters per hour. Barnstead also mar
kets a mixed bed ion exchange resin {Model HN8902) which purifies water so that 
its conductivity is about 5. 5 X 1 0"" 8 {ohm em) - 1 at room temperature. Although an 
ion exchange column does not remove organic materials or particles, this type 
of purification is not only much cheaper than distillation but is much more con
venient. The water is at room temperature, it is available when it is needed, 
and the apparatus takes up little space. Since particles and organics should have 
little effect on the conductivity arid should be strongly rejected by the ice anyway, 
this system was chosen. 

In order to minimize the organic and particulate material and to lengthen the 
life of the mixed bed demineralizer, we connected the HN8902 column in series 
with the older system. Thus laboratory quality distilled water was passed 
through a Crystalab Model CL- 5 demineralizer and thence through the mixed bed 
column. Since Teflon is reported {Smith, n. d.) to be among the best plastic 
materials for the storage of high purity water, Teflon tubing and sample cells 
were used. 

SINGLE CRYSTAL SEED 

ANTIFREEZE -20°C 
(CONTROLLED) 

(a) (b) 

MOTOR 8 
ECCENTRIC 

Figure 27. a. Apparatus for growing single crystals of ice 
from air -free water. b. Agitation mechanism to prevent bub
bles and concentration of impurities near the wall in small tubes. 
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Polar~zatldh 

. I:q the guard ring experirnenis of Section III,. electr"lcal co~tact to th~ ~ample 
was :nia~~ by melting the electrod.es ont6 the surface qf the.ic.~ crystaL W4eh. de 
measurements, were made using a' constant applied voltage, the cu!rent was fdupd 
to decrease sharply. for the first f¢w seconds after' applicati,on of the volhige and 
th~;n to c"ontlntie to <;irop but mu2h J:nore slowly. This. behavior was more pro
hoU,nced for t~e disk current ihan .for thatof the outer r~ng (see Fig. 25) which 
sugg¢st~ th~t the_ presence of a fre_e surface at Ci.J.?. electrode helps to dis~l.pate, 
whatever is causirig· the polarization or electrode· blocking. By mearis of a fowr
probe ·e:xpe:riment tl}is '!:>locking cari he shown t'o be localized iii the region of the 
turrerit electrodes. Fig:ure 28 shows a typical four-probe configuration and the. 
voltage measurements made across adjacent pairs of electrodes after a constant 
potenHai h,ad. been applied for 3 hours. it also shows the voitage-currerit charac
teristics wheri the voltage is measured by means of an electrometer betweeK the 
two ceriter (voltage) electrodes. It is seen that the ice is ohmic (linear volt~ge
curre:ht plot) and that the principle voltage drop is in the vicihity of the anode. ' 
At the time the· voltage was first appi:ied, almost half of the drop occurred. across 
the center electrodes. 
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Figur~ 28. Typical.four.-pfo be de :mea sur ~me~t 
showing the pote·ritiai dish·ibutioh after 3 hours of 
current flow and also showing the lin~arity between 

sample current and probe voltage. 
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A set of 4-probe experiments was performed using current electrodes of 
various materials: copper, brass, aluminum, nichrome, tin, platinum, 
platinum black and rhodium. Of these the best were platinum and platinum 
black with rhodium a fair third. Cleaning the electrodes in nitric acid before 
using them also improved their behavior. Some difficulty was encountered 
with platinum black in that it tended to become contaminated and then was hard 
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to clean. Even clean platinum electrodes tended to polarize if they were frozen 
onto ice samples which had been exposed to air. The best results were obtained 
when the ice sample was grown in a cell which contained clean platinum electrodes. 
These electrodes gave nearly ohmic contacts.~:~ 

Sample preparation 

The samples were prepared in tubes (usually Teflon) which had been scrubbed 
with Alconoxt, then rinsed repeatedly in distilled water, then soaked in deminer
alized distilled water for many hours and finally rinsed several times with our best 
water and filled. The tubes were sealed and pumped for half an hour to remove 
gases which dissolved as the tubes were being filled. They were then lowered 
slowly into an antifreeze solution at about -25C. In this way ice grew from one 
end to the other. A common growth rate was 3 mm/hr although slower or faster 
rates wer·e sometirn~s used. When single crystals were to be grown, the water was 
chilled to OC and a seed crystal, mounted on a stem of buffer ice long enough to pro
vide suitable thermal coupling to the bath, was inserted in the bottom of the tube •. 
The tube was then immersed in the antifreeze solution to within about 1 em of the 
liquid-solid interface before lowering was started (Fig. 27a). On those occasions 
when ion exchange resin was put in the sample tube, the system was not usually 
evacuated. The resin devoured the adsorbed gases. 

In the case of small diameter tubes, pumping became impractical. In such 
instances care was taken in filling to insure that the dissolved gases were a mini
mum and the tubes were filled to the brim. A tiny pinhole was left at the top 
through which water could be extruded to compensate for the expansion of freezing. 

·Even with these precautions and slow growth, some gas was dissolved in the water 
and formed bubbles in the ice. 

The formation of bubbles in ice grown in small tubes was believed to be 
partly the result of inadequate natural convection. Therefore agitation wa.s pro
vided (Fig. 27b). As the sample tube was lowered axially into the cold bath it 
was rotated back and forth about its axis by means of a belt driven by an eccentric 
pulley. Thus it was constantly in accelerated rotary motion and the acceleration 
was greatest at the walls of the tube where turbulence was most desired. This 
method gave bubble-free samples even for tubes as small as 1/8 in. diam. 

The conductivity of the water was measured in the sample- tubes after they 
had been filled, either using the same electrodes which were later used for. ice 
conductivity measurements or using auxiliary electrodes inserted for that pur
pose. The electrodes were calibrated by measuring the interelectrode capaci
tance C with water in the tube and using the relationship 

or cr = p = RC e: e: G 
0 w 

c {20) 

~:~Gross (in press) reports that sintered platinum and palladium filters carefully 
cleaned make excellent nonpolarizing electrodes. They are available from 
Englehard Industries, Inc., Newark, New Jersey. 
t A laboratory detergent made by Alconox, Inc., New York 3, New York. 
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where p = resistivity to be found = 1 I CT 

R = resistance measured = 1 /G 

e: = dielectric constant of water, about SO 
w 

e: = perrnitivityoffree space; 8.85xl0- 12 farad/meter 
0 

It was found that even under the best conditions (e~cept when the ion exchange resin 
was placed directly in the tube} the conductivity rose gradually after the tube was 
filled. A typical rate for a 1. 3 em diam Teflon tube was an increase in conductivity 
of about 10-7 (ohm cm)- 1 in 20 min. In general, the smaller diameter tubes con
taminated the water more rapidly than did the larger ones. This is consistent wi'th 
the walls being the source of contaminant. 

As has been mentioned previously, one way of overcoming this <;ontamination 
is to put some of the ion exchange resin inside the sample tube. If this is done 
and an air space is allowed for expansion, the conductivity of the water is observed 
to increase initially and then to decrease again. We believe that this is due to the 
dissolving of C02 and its subsequent entrapment in the resins. Occasional agita
tion is helpful during this process. In this way, room temperature water con
ductivity as low as 6 x lo-s (ohm cm)- 1 has been maintained for days. However, 
when ice is grown from the bottom up, the resin is trapped in the first ice to grow. 
Then some contamination of the water can occur while the rest of the sample is 
freezing,. 

To avoid this problem,. the resin may be contained in a bag of some inert 
material suspended near the top of the sample tube, the ice sample may be grown 
from the top down, or, probably best of all, a circulating system may be arranged· 
so that the growing crystal interface is continually flushed with nearly DC water 
fresh from a demineralizer column. Such a system was constructed {Fig. 29). 
Water passes through the demineralizer system at nearly OC, through the sample 
tube and back through a circulating pump to the demineralizer system. Meanwhile, 
the sample tube is being lowered slowly into a cold bath. With this apparatus, 
water of very high purity is maintained in the system during the whole period of 
sample growth and the flow provides gooci circulation at the freezing interface. 

V. HiGH :PURITY EXPERIMENTS 

i 
It is clear from the experim~nts discussed previously that high purity water 

and very clean technique are required if good de or low temperature ac data.are 
to be obtained. Accordingly, wh¢n very low conductivity water became available, 
a series of experiments was performed to redetermine the bulk ac and de prop
erties of ice. Two types of appal7atus were used, the multiprobe and the guarded 
ring assemblies. The multiprob~ experiments allowed us to determine if e1ere 
was electrode polarization and if !there was any serious inhomogeneity in the 
sample. They also permitted electrode polarization to be circumvented when 
it was present. Since multiprobe structures must be cal:lbrated and since the 
calibration for the kind of structtires we used is somewhat frequency dependent, 
they are best for experiments in ~hich relative measurements are being made. 
Guarded ring measurements are !nore precise and largely eliminate the effects 
of contamination ofthe outer surface of the sample. They also permit simple 
and excellent shielding and the elimination of stray capacitances. 
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LOWERING 
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ICE 

COLD BATH 

-20° c 

DEMINERALIZER 
CL-5 

MIXED BED 
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HN8902 

AIR TEMPERATURE 
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Figure 29. Experimental arrange
ment by which the growing interface 
is continually flushed with deminer-

alized water at about OC. 

Multiprobe experiments 

The first high purity experiment 
used a Teflon tube 1. 3 em in diameter 
into which six platinum wires had been 
sealed at intervals of 1. 3 em. These 
wires simply passed diametrically 
across the section. The tube was thor
oughly cleaned with Alconox, leached 
with 15 megohm-em water, flushed, 
filled to overflowing and capped with a 
fitting which allowed water to squeeze 
out as ice grew in the tube. The tube 
was slowly lowered into a freezer so 
that ice froze up from the bottom. The 
details of this operation have been de-· 
scribed in section IV. The resistivity 
of the water as measured in the tube 
after it had been filled was 11 megohm
em. The ac conductance and capacitance 
for this sample were measured as func
tions of frequency at temperatures from 
-lOC to -90C. Some of these data are 
plotted in Figures 30, 31 and 32. The 
frequency of the Debye dispersion de
creases as temperature falls and even
tually { -60C) the dispersion in capacitance 
is at too low. a frequency to be seen. 
Meanwhile the dispersion in conductance 
also moves toward lower frequency and 
decreases in amplitude. 

The slight hump in the conductance 
maximum is believed to be an artifact of 

measurement possibly caused by the geometry of the electrodes or the fact that 
the conductance being measured is so small that leakage paths are inadvertently 
included. The sudden increase in low temperature, low frequency capacitance at 
-70C is anomalous. We do not find either of these variations in data for the guarded 
samples where the capacitances and conductances being measured are much larger. 

Four -probe de measurements were also made on this sample over a wide tem..: 
perature range. The de conductivity and high frequency ac conductivity measure
ments for various temperatures are summarized in Figure 33. There are two 
remarkable features of these data. The first is that the de conductance is nearly 
independent of temperature down to -40C. In fact it rises slightly {about as 1 /To K). 
The 'second is that it begins to fall off rapidly just as the high frequency ac con
ductance, which has behaved normally at higher temperatures, begins· to almost 
level off. This is behavior which we believe has never been reported but which is 
reproducible and characteristic of our best technique as will be seen. 

In order to confirm the data of Figure 33, a new sample was grown in the 
same tube. This time the tube was thoroughly flushed by running 18 megohm-em 
water through it for several minutes before sealing it off. After the ice had grown 
to well above the electrodes, the resistivity of the remaining water was measured 
and found to be greater than 5 megohm-em. The de and high frequency ac con
ductances for this sample are plotted as functions of temperatur~ in Figure 34 {a, b). 
The behavior is quite similar to that of Figure 33 except that the de conductance is 
lower, the 1 /T region is longer and the break in the ac curve comes at a lower 
temperature. 
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·cond-q.ctar+ce and capacitance data for i:p.dicat~d tem-
1. 3 em diam, rod-type, six-prope polycrystalline sam
ple grown in the Teflon measurement tube. I 

Figure 31. Conductance and capq.citance data for ·sample of Figure 
30 at indicated temperatures. 
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Figure 32. Conductance and capacitance data for sample of Figure 
30 at indicated temperatures. 

High temperature de data for a similar multiprobe sample grown in a small 
diameter (1/8 in.) Teflon tube using clean technique and 15 megohm-em water 
have already been mentioned in Section m. These measurements were con
tinued at low temperature with the result .. shown in Figure 35 (a). Because of the 
high surface to volume ratio of this sample and because, as discussed in Section 
IV, we have found that this led to contamination from the walls, we believe this 
sample to be less pure than either that of Figure 33 or 34. The data are con
sistent with this expectation, the de conductance being greater than for either 
Figure 33 or 34. 
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After these measurements were made on this sample, it was stored for 5 
days at -ZOC. It was then remeasured with the surprising result shown in Figure 
35 (b). The conductance at -10C had increased by a factor of about 5. Perhaps 
this indicates conti:p.ued contamination of the sample by the walls even after it had 
become solid. The point will be discussed later. 

In an attempt to achieve still higher purity, a new six-probe apparatus was 
constructed in a 1 1/8 in.(3. 2 em) diam Teflon tube. The platinum probes were 
set 1. 3 em apart. Some of the mixed bed demineralizer resin used in the final 
stage of purification was placed in the bottom of the tube and it was filled with 
water which measured 16.4 megohm-em resistivity immediately after the tube 
was filled. An air space was left at the top of the tube to accommodate expansion. 
Forty-five minutes after the system had been sealed, the resistivity, as measured 
by electrodes in the system, had only fallen to 14 megohm-em. The sample was 
then frozen from the bottom up with simultaneous rotary agitation. When half of the 
water had been frozen, the resistivity of the remaining water was found to be 5. 9 
megohm-em at OC. 
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Figure 35. a. Four-probe de conductivity data 
for a sample grown in the 1 I 8 in. diam measuring 
cell. b. Repeat of ( a) after sample had been 
stored for 5 days at -ZOC. c. Two-probe de 
conductivity data for sample grown in the ap
paratus of Figure 29 (water continuously circu
lated through demineralizer). Arrows indicate 

sequence of measurements. 

·The de conductivity of this sample as a function of 1000/To K is shown as 
curve c of Figure 34. It is seen that the conductivity is significantly lower than 
that of Figure 34 (a) and that it has a 1 I To K dependence down to - 50.C. It is 
significant that this value is below that reported by Jaccard at -1 OC [ 10-9 
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(ohm em) -l] who also grew his samples in tubes containing demineralizer resin 
but who had to cut them and mount them between electrodes in order to measure 
them. 

Still further sample purity was sought by constructing a new (two-electrode) 
apparatus which allowed the growing interface of the sample to be continuously 
flushed with OC water direct from the demineralizer (Section IV, Fig. 29). At 
OC the water measured 4 x 107 . ohm-em. The data are shown in Figure 35 (c). 
The gradual rise as temperature is increased followed by the nearly constant 
values as temperature is again decreased are consistent with the hypothesis of 
a 1 /To K temperature dependence and a gradual increase in conductivity with 
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time, becoming more rapid as temperature increases. This interpretation would 
indicate that the -1 OC conductivity of the ice at the time of its formcttion was even 
smaller than l. 4 x 10 -ll (ohm em) - 1 . 

For the sake of easy comparison, the de data of Figures 33 and 34 have been 
replotted in Figure 35. 

It is quite possible to prepare impure samples which haye low de conquctances. 
However, in such cases we have always foundthat the conducta:nce has an apparent 
activation energy. Figure 36 is a typical example. The SC!-mple was grown in a 
0~ 6 em diam polyeth-ylene tube containing six platinum electrodes spc:tceci 1 em 
apart which divided it into five sections. The voltage across each of the three 
center sections (2, 3, 4) was mea.sured while the end ~lectrodes were used as cur
rent terminals. The bottom electrode was negative. The initial resistivity of the 
water was 2 megohm-em. It is seen that although the conductivities are very low, 
they are strongly temperature dependent. Two of the three sectio:ps show sirpilar 
behavior. The third is substantially different. This illustrates the variability 
which we always encountered when the water used was not of the highest purity. 
In this case no significant electrode polarization. ~as observed at the current 
electrodes and reversal of the polarity of the applied voltage did not appreciably 
change the potential distribution. Substantial improvement in uniformity along a 
given sample can be achieved in small tubes such as this by agitation of the kind 
described in Sectio,n IV. 

In view of the way de conductance apparently disturbs the measurements of the 
high-frequency ac conductance (see Fig. 33) for those samples exhibiting a :pearly 
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Figure 3 6. Six-probe de conductivity data 
for sample grown from medium purity 
water {2 x 106 ohm-em) in 0.6 em diam·. 
polyethylene cell, showing the absence of 
the plateau and thevariation of the data in 
successive regions along the sample. 

temperature -indepep.dent conductance 
region, it is of inte:rest to find out how 
the high-frequency ac condl,lctance 
behaves for a sample which is impure 
but has a low de conductance. 

Figure 3 7 shows the temperature 
dependence of the high frequency ac 
conductance for such a sample. It 
was prepared from ? megohm-em water 
in a six-probe 0. 6 em diam polyethylene 
tube, yet has a de conductivity of 3.1 x 
10- 10 (ohm cm)- 1 at -lOC. The high
frequency ac conductance appears to be 
undisturbed down to 1.bout -70C. We 
believe this explains the fact that die
lectric relaxation measurements such 
as those obtained by Cole fit very well 
an equation of the form 1 IT = A e-E/R T 
down to very low temperatures even 
though, by the present standards, the 
samples used seem i.mpure. Be.cause 
the ac conductivity is always. well above 
the de conductivity in the ra_nge o.f me as
urement, there is no problem. 

Guarded electrode experiments 

For reasons already rilentioDed, 
measurements made with guarded 
electrodes are more satisfactory than 
probe type measurement~ if polariza
tion can be avoided. However, a 
guarded electrode structure is more 
complex than a simple probe device 
and this makes it difficult to arrange 
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Figure 37. High frequency ac conductivity for 
a sample prepared in the same manner as that 
of Figure 36. Note that the ac data are undis-

turbed down to -7 OC. 
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things so that the sample can be grown in the measurement cell. The situation 
becomes more difficult if one wishes to grow single crystals and still more diffi
cult if the crystals are to be grown in running water or with ion exchange resin in 
the sample tube. Some possible techniques have been discussed. To date, our 
single crystal measurements have been confined to samples grown separately and 
then mounted in a guarded electrode apparatus. However, we have built an 
apparatus in which we expect to be able to grow single crystals between guarded 
electrodes. It has been used quite successfully for polycrystalline samples. 

Single crystal, platinum plated electrodes. The observation that in very pure 
samples the de conductivity was independent of temperature until the ac conductivity 
had dropped to about the same level as the de value made it desirable to remeasure 
the single crystal sample 13 discus sed in Section III. As mentioned, because of 
polarization, we were unable to obtain good de data for this sample. However the 
ac conductance ·was measured as a function of frequency from -ZOC to -90C. At 
the higher temperatures, it proved possible to extrapolate the low frequency data 
to obtain an apparent de conductance. The temperature dependence of the high 
frequency conductance and the low frequency conductance are plotted in Figure 38. 
The behavior is similar to that of the less pure multiprobe samples of Figure 35. 
Note, however, that this is extrapolated ac data, not de data. 
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Platinum grid, guarded electrode. The problem of rrim.inting a sample without 
contaminating it is only really solved if one grows the sample in the measuring 
apparatus.· Thus a new guarded e.lectrode system was. built ·which would permit this 
to be done. The guard r.ing and electrodes were made of platinum screen. These 
were mounted in a Teflon tube (Fig. 39). The ends of the tube were sealed with 
Teflon plugs andO-r:i,ngs making the system vacuum tight .. The top plug contained 
built-in Teflon valves for filling and evacuating the tube. The lead wires (not 
shown) were o£ bare platinum and were brought out through small plugs in the end 
plugs. The system had an inside diameter of 2 1 I 4 in. and was 6 in. long. The 
grids were spaced 3/8 in .. apart and the grid support. structure was perforated so 
that ice could be grown up from the bottom through the grids into the top section. 
In this way the small sample measured would be groy.rn froma large volume of 
water. 

The apparatus was very carefully cleaned, and then leached for days in 18 
megohm-em water. Then 18 megohm-em water was run through it for a few min
\ltes before it was sealed. Ice was frozen up from the bottom by lowering the 
apparatus slowly into a cold bath ( -25C). The ice which grew was later found to 
be c;~ear and polycrystalline. It was composed of large collirri!J.ar grains whqse 
axes were roughly parallel to the c axis and perpendicular to the electrodes. 
The data for this sample are plotted in Figure 40. Measurements were only con
tinued to -40C but they show clearly the pattern of behavior found.for the other 
very pure samples. , · 

AC High Frt!quency 

Figure 38. High frequency ac conductivity data 
and extrapolated low frequency ac data for sin
gle crystal sample 13. These measurements 
were made prior to the de measurements of 

Fig. 24. 

GUARD 
ELECTRODE 

6" ·. 

I 

Figure 39... Appct.ratus for 
growing a sample in a sealed 
guarded ring measuring as-

sembly. 
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Figure 40. Two-probe de and high fre
quency ac data for a high purity sample
grown in the apparatus-of Figure 39. 

Fr,om these ._experiments_, it. appears 
that when very pure samples are pre
pared the de conductivity is near,}Yi-·: , .· .c 

independent of temperature o-v~r':a, co·~,)/:·'/:· 

siderable range, the extent of·t:q~:}·~,:q:g,e .. ;;;. · 
increasing and the magnitude ofrt!re,·/- ~ ·.: · 
conductivity decreasing with th.e11phrity· 
of the sample.·. These samples' show 
time- independent currents, absence of 
electrode polarization, and nearly iden
tical behavior from section to sectio.n in 
the multiprobe apparatus. Coupled·with 
this unique de behavio_r is an a.c,..conduc• 
tivity {frequency much higher·;;tha."i(tiie 
dispersion frequency) which behaves 
"normally" in the region for which the 
de. conductivity is temperature independent 
in that it decreases with decreasing tem
perature exhibiting an activation energy of 
about 13 kcal/mole. However, when the 
ac conductivity falls to the same magnitude 
as the de conductivity, there is a break in· 
the temperature dependence curves and the 
ac conductivity falls very much m.ore slowly 
with decreasing temperature .. At the same 
temperature the de conductivity:.--begins to 
drop with decreasing temperature: · 

This behavior apparently deteriorates 
with time .. That is, the de conductiVity; 
gradually incFeas~s and becomes tem- ;· 

·- perature dependent. The rate at which • 
this deterioration takes place increases 
with increasing temperature .. We find 
that the plateau in de conductivity occurs 

at different values for different samples. For some samples it is as high as 1 o-s 
(ohm em} -1 and for others as low as 2 x 10-11 (ohm em) -I • (Values of the order 
of 10-9 (ohm cm)- 1 are commonly reported at -lOC for the temperature dependent 
conductivity measured in other laboratories.) 

Samples which we believe to be relatively impure (from the conductivity of 
the water and the manner of preparation) show very strongly temperature dependent 
de_ conductivity and "normal" ac conductivity. However, the de conductivity of. 
impure samples and its temperature dependence are not only different from sample 
to sample but are different from section to section on the same sample. We have 
measured apparent bulk activation energies of from 5 to 13 kcal/mole. 

We have searched in vain for a means of explaining the conductivity plateau 
as an artifact of experiment. For example,· if the ice broke away from the 
electrodes a high, temperature-independent series resistance would be introduced 
into the system. However, if this happened at the current electrodes it would not 
affect the conductivity measurement in a multiprobe experiment. It would merely 
appear as an anomalously high electrode potential drop similar to that caused by 
electrode polarization. External conducting paths due-to frost or other causes 
would cause an apparent conductivity minimum rather than a maximum: The very 
number of different current values at which the plateau occurs, the fact that a 
given value changes with time, the break in the ac conductivity curve and the way 
the data all appear as part of a set all argue strongly against the possibility of an 
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instrumental malfunction. Thus we seem forced to accept these data as describing 
a real property of ice, at least of ice prepared in this way and measured shortly 
after preparation. (We should note. that Jaccard, .. Siksna,. arid Heint.ne.ts . .all made.· 
a poit?-t ·ofarinea1ing their samples-for·.,a· .. mattero£ days before: making their·meas·- .. 
uren'l,~nfs ~:r:: ~ . ' 

The 'symmetry of the ac and de results immediately suggests that there are 
fundamental processes which contribute to the ac· conductivity in parallel and to 
the de conductivity i:n series. Two possible electrical ~nalogues are shown in 
Figure 41 together with their de and ac equivalents. Thus for instance we would 

·have for Figure 4la · 

<rae = <Tl + <rz 

1 <rdc = <rt <rz I ( <T} + <rz (21) 

and <rac<rdc = <TI <rz ~ J 
Let.<r1 > <rz at high temperatures and <r1 .< (,-2 at low temperatures. Then 

High temp <T ac "' <Tl 

<rdc "' <rz 

a. b. 

c, Oj Oj c, Oj 

cr2 c2 cr2 c2 

de ae de 

Oj Oj. 

I 
O"cic = cr, + CT2 j 
O"dc= 20j CT2/(0jtCT2) 

CTac = Oj + CT2 
CTdc= Oj CT2I ( Oj+CT2) 

Figure. 41 .. Possible electrical anal,ogues 
of samples which exhibit a plateau in de 
conductivity and a brea~ ina¢ corid\lchvity 

~as in -Figure 33. 

Low temp <r <rz ac 

<r de "' <rt · 

An interpretation of this kind is 
strengthened further if we plot the log 
<r1 <Tz as a function of (temperature) - 1 • 

This is done in Figure ·42 for the data 
of Figure 33. The result is very nearly 
a straight line over the whole temperature 
range -1 OC to -90G. This is just what 
we would expect if <rz were nearly tem
pera;ture independent and <Tl obeyed the 
Arrhenius equation. It is very tempting 
to use the conduction model of Granicher 
et al. and ascribe. <r1 to the rotation of 
dipoles and <rz to the translation of ions. 
This would imply that in our plateau
producing samples a constant number of 
ions,· independent of temperature, was 
available for conduction and that this 
number diffe:red from sample to sample 
as a result of impurity content or defect 
structures. Thus in the purest ice the 
ionic conductivity would be .less than the 
lowest we have measured,. 2 x l0- 11 (ohm· 
em) -I, and would occur by- ion. tunne1ling, 
being ion limited at high temperatures 
and rotation (.Bjerrum defect) limited at 
low temperatures. Why the ion· concentra
ti~n might be independent of temperature 
we cannot say. Possibly·a trapping mech-
anism is operative. 
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Figure 42. Semi-log plot of the product O""acO""dc 
as a function of 1000/ToK-1 for the data of 

Figure 33. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

Many determinations of the de electrical conductivity of ice have been made 
at different laboratories in various parts of the world. The results are most · 
unsatisfactory for there is no unanimity as to its value. Activation energies f:n• 
conduction of from 6 to 24 kcal/mole have been proposed. In the introductlon, it 
was suggested that this great disparity might ·arise from sample contamination 
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on the one hand and surface conductivity on the other. That surface conduction can 
play an important role seems to have been demonstrated by the slim rod experi·
ments of Section IlL However, the situation is more complicated tha!,l we had first 
supposed. In order. to justify the numbers _whic_h we obtained, .large value_s of 
conductivity, together with large apparent activation energies, we have b~en f'o_rced 
to postulate a-surface conduction region whose effective thic'kn¢ss varies withtem·-· 
perature. This ·m.o~el agrees qualitatively with the picture of a di~3ordered surface 
region of temperature-dependent thickness which ~as been suggested by others ·iri 
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accduntlng fQ;r interfacial viscosity, regelation and other remarkable properties. 
of :lee. By a ~ul..:table choice of ~ndetermined-coristants, the agreement can be made 
sem:l-quarititat:lve. As might be expected, the conducting properties of this region·· 
~ppear tq be quite stro:p:giy mod.ified by-slighf:amchi1;1ts 6fimpurl.ty. Nc,:hietheless · 
they a,re surprisiP:gly -~ta;bie~ indicating that the state df contc:tminatlon is also quite 
~table. · · 

. f.h~ glfa£4 ring. e){p¢f.·Hnente w~re. or:lginaliy h-iterici~a as surface experiments. 
iio.w~v~r-; ·the de tneasuretn:_eJits were toO. e~fatic to.he u~efuL we be.iieve .this to 
hav~ b¢~~ iargely the res.4l~ o£ electrode ~ffects. Th~ ~c I"{leasurerrteiits, for which 
po~ar-izatiori ·was not a pro ble_m; -were satisfactor-y. W1th this geometry, the $Ut ~ · -· · 

face to vditime r~tio was reduced so much ip compar:lsd:h td the slim rod experi...; 
ments th.~t the surface contribution was iatgely masked by the buik properties. 
The diffe.re~ces between the char-acteristics measured for the outer zone· and those 
for the Inner ZQne ate believed to result largely from a slightly higher Concentration 
of i:fnputities in the outer portions of the sample, ·This is consistent with the ob
servatiotJ.s (Camp, 1963, P~. 3) that the impurity concentration of doped. ice crystals 
is greatest near the walls of the containe~ in which they are frozen.~~ 

The guard r-irig experiments also establi~hed that a free surface adjacent to 
an ice;..electrode systerh was helpful in reduci!lg polarization effects and that grain 
boundaries or a Lucite jacket surrounding the sarpple had little effect on the ac 
properties which \vere measured. 

Because it became increas:lngly clear a.s experimen-ts pro.gressed that techniques 
of moderate purity were not satisfactory, a systematic attempt was made td reduce 
sample contamination. Efforts als·o were made to reduce electrode polarization. 
Water of very high purity was obtained by distillatlon and subsequent ion exchange. 
Its purity was maintained by keeping out soluble gases, using very carefully cleaned 
Teflon sample tubes and clean platinum electrodes. It was found that the use of 
pla.tinurh electrodes as o.pposed to ·gold, aluminum, rhodium, or copper reduced 
electrode polariz.ation. Moreover, it seemed to be reduced also by improving the 
purity of the water. Rhodium electrodes were second to platinum. Palladium, 
which has been reported t_o have excellent properties in this respect, was not used. 
The sample which we believe to have been purest was grown in water which was 
¢onsta:ritly being recirculated through ion exchange resin. · 

Under conditions of hlg:h purity," -we fo-l:ind that the dt, conductivity of freshly 
growh samples was r:iearly cons,tarit ove.r a ·w_ide range of temperature. It dropped 
only as the temperature became 1so, low th4t the high frequency ac conductivity 
approached the de val:ue. At teniperatures higher than this the ac conductivity 
decreci.s.ed with 'dec.reasing tempera~ure ili.. a "normal" way,. falling exponentialiy 
in 1 I T 0 k- 1 with an: activation en~rgy of about 13 kcal/mole. At lower tempera.;.. 
tures tl).e de conductivity fell rapidly and the ac conductivity fell niuch more 
slowly. However; the-se decays /oc_turte.d in such a way that log (&ac<Tdc): plotted 
again~t 1/.To_i{- 1 g_C!-ve._a_lr.llost a sjt!aight hneover_ the.whole range of temperature. 
The behavio~ wa_s: very much. as if the .dc_c:ondu:¢t~vity res.ulted from two processes· 

. iri serl_es and ~he at coriduc::tivi-tyj resu)ted ±:tom the saine two processes in parallel. 
• ' • • II •• • • • • 

Th.e behav-ior_ was ob.s~rved bnly during the_ fif~t few. days after a sample had 
been prepa.red~. At temp.e~atu:reJ. ¢lose to OC; the platea.u in. conductivity was 

. . . I . - . . . 
~~vrhUe t;his_ repott-wa~-iri: p;r~par;ati~ri Professor N. ltH~hl of the Tec~ni sche 
Ilochs.ch:iile., M.Li:t:l.ith; vishe.d .USA CRRE.L and tOldc us: of' the work at his laboratory' 
on the distri:b;l:l_f{pti of: impuriti-es :Ln, dopee:l ice (Biitks., Egger· a-nd Ri.ehi',_ Phys·; 
:Konde_ns. Mater.ie_,. V:o.L. l:i .. :P:~ 419.-, 1964}.- They have- correia-ted the irripurity 
d:lstrib~tion v;:ith: the aJ:>:tinchi-nGe of defects in th_e ·i'attlce:• These. they have found 
·t9 b~ gf~at¢st· nea,·r the ,s-t~rfac_e,. w;b.~r.e th~y:ai'e presumed.tq re_sult fr()m the .. 
dj.fference in therm(i.l exJ)ansion betweeri the ice and the mater1al of the tube 1n-

wh.~ch- it is, grown. · 
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observed to rise with time. At present we cannot account for this behavior other 
than to suggest that it might result from ion producing impurities diffusing in from 
the surface or froin the annealing out of ion traps. The extent to which a plateau 
was obtained and the value of conductivity at which it appeared seemed to be · 
directly related to the purity of the sample. The results from what we believe to 
have been our most carefully prepared sample indicate that the conductivity for the 
.purest ice before it is annealed is less than 1.4xlo-11 (ohm cm)- 1 and is nearly 
independent of temperature (possibly going as 1 /T) down to -60C or below. The 
possibility of an unsuspected impurity being contributed by the ion exchange resin 
must not be overlooked. 

Experiments with samples of less than the highest purity always showed a 
sharply decreasing conductivity as temperature was reduced. However, these 
measurements indicated a wide variety of activation energies for de conduction as 
well as for actual conductivity values. In none of these cases did the high frequency 
ac conductivity seem to be disturbed. But here because of the decay of de con
ductivity with temperature, the ac conductivity was always substantially higher than 
the de value. 

As yet, we have no really satisfactory interpretation of the conductivity plateau· 
and its time dependence. However, we believe that its appearance and the experi
ments leading up to its discovery are ample evidence that one must regard with 
skepticism all statements to date about the magnitude of the de conductivity of pure 
ice. 
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APPENDIX A~ cA~cuLAT.ION.-oF.. MAXIMUM:coN:oucTIVIf:Y:.· · 

For a conduction model based on rather general and 'physi-cally ,reasonable assump-. 
tions, we show that there is a maximum possible conductivity crmax· In the case of 
an exponential temperature dependence, it is shown that. at: any. given .ternpe_rat~re the 
value of log crmax is proportional to the negativ~ _qf t4e activation ep.ergy _f~r- conduct-

. . . ' .· ·• . ~ ' . ,: .. . . ;- . " .. 
ance. 

-Assumptions: 

1. The current is carried by mobile charges q, which may be present as a re
sult of thermal ionization- of water. or J:rppurity molecules'. the acti:Vation energy for 
ionization 'being . £ i. ~:~ . . . . . . . - , . . . . 

2. The transport of charge takes place by jumps between adjacent lattice sites 
separated by a distance h.. Each jump requires the traverse of a potential energy 
barrier £1-1. .- · · · 

3. Only one type of charge ca,rrier is important (only one sign) .. 

Define: 

n 
s 

= number of ionizable su'rface molecules per square centimeter of 
surface. 

n = number of ionizable molecules. per cubic centimeter. 

m = number of mobile ions present per square centimeter of surface. 
s 

m = number of mobile ions present per cubic centimeter. 

E = electric field strength, volt~/cm 

cr = conductivity~ (ohm cm)- 1 

cr = ·surface conductivity, (ohm)- 1 
s 

1-l = charge mobility, cm2 /volt-sec 

k = Boltzmann 1 s constant 

T = Kelvin temperature 

v = number of times per second a charge jumps the barrier between 
two stable positions. 

The basic argument is that since 

cr = mq~-1 (Al) 

~~Because of the possible confusion which may arise between E, the electric field
strength and E, the activation energy in kcal/mole for a_ rate limiting process· ·· 
( cf. eq Al 0) we use the symbol £ with an appropriate subscript for the activation 
energy per particle for a rate limiting _process._ (There will be no confusionhere 

.. with £ as used earlier to indicate dielectr1c constant.) Thus in Appendix A 
No £ = E and exp(- £ /kT) = exp(~E/R T) where N 0 = Avogadr.o' s number. 
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and: siiic~ fu:; q; arid~ a.ii have physicaily reasonable upper bounds, f1' must be. 
boun4ed~ if rri arid -il are ternpe.ratiu•e dependent then the upper bound on er must 
afso Be;teriiper~tufe depencfenL_: we; show -this in more detail below.-

·. m· = n.e~£iiz~:f·: . :. -(AZ) 

·by·the _ia.w o£ hlass action.. -· 

· .,_ ·,Since -m6bl.lity is the velocl.ty v per---unit fHHd . I 

p. = -v )E. : ~:viE~ . -(AJ) 

We h~v.~ _assumed that· the j'lirn]?s ;take place---between adjacent potential minima 
se~Cl.~~ted by a .har_~ie~ £~· :W"he~ n~- .£~~ld is applied,. the number of jwnp_s .per 
second to the left equals that to tlie r1gfit. ·-

.. _ · .. • _;. ·: _ . .;.e:, /kT ..:. .·_. 
v z 1 - v0 e tJ. - viz 

where ~ is an appropriate frequertcy factor which c~n nof be greater than the 
latti·ce frequency~ 

{A4) 

, _ When- a fieid is applied, we lower :tl:le i=>C?tential well on one side of the barrier 
and raise it on the other by an amount 107 E q 'A./2 ergs. Then the frequency of _ 
jumps to the right, v 12 , is less than the ·frequency of jumps lo the left, Vii • 

.... 
'--', 

' - ;.. Et'L /kTc.·- 10.7 -Eq 'A I ZkT ·. -107 ·.E q 'A/Zk;) 
v 2 1 ,;, Viz - v 0 e r- ; e _ _ . -e. . · - - I - . - - _, - _. ___ . 

or 'since i67 Eq'A << kT i -

(AS) 

··,t·. 

_ (A6) 

(A7,) 

I_ . 

. :.J. 

'(j = (AS.) 
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Defining e:~: e:i/ 2 + e:f.l we have for bulk .conductance 

For surface .conductance we will have 

(j 
s 

- E(J" /kT n v 0 e s · 
s . 
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Bulk (A9) 

- Surface {Al 0) 

Now q cannot reasonably be larger than the electronic charge, A. cannot be larger 
than the intermolecular distance, n cannot be larger than the number ·of water 
molecules per cm3 , and. v cannot exceed the lattice frequency. Substituting these 
values · 

q = 1. 6 x 10-19 coulomb 

A. = 2. 76 x "10""' 8 (this really assumes a jump plus a rotation of a molecule) 

n = 3. 3 x 1022 per cm3 

n = 1015 per'· cm2 
s 

k = 1. 38 x 1 o- 16 erg/o K 

v = 3 X 1013 sec""' 1 

Max O" = 4.23xlo- 17 ,f 

Max O" s = 4. 23 x 10-17 ; e- fO"s/~T 

at -lOG we have 

Max O" = 5. 3 x 103 e -l. 9E<T 

where EO" = N 0 . EO" kcal/mole 

Max = 1.6xl0-4 e-1. 9EO"s O"s 

where EO" = N 0 e: kcal/mole 
s s 

or 

Maxlog10 O" = 3.725-0.825 EO" 

\...._ 

Max log10 O"s = - 3. 795 - 0. 825 EO"s· 

Typical values are given in Table AI. 

Bulk (All) 

Surface (Al2) 

(Al3) 

(A14) 

(Al5) 

(A16) 



5? ·.APPENDIX: A 

Table A.I~ . Mcpcimq~ valu~s :pos~ib+e for ?~+k and surface conductivity at -lQC. 

ActiyaHPP 
ene:rgy

(~ca!lrn6l.e) 
o- rnax (bulle) 
( qlJ.rp crp)- ~ 

a ~ 1q? 

4 X 1.0- 1 

3.0 x lo-s 

1 x 1 o-7 

1. 1 X. 10 :- 1Z 

s. 4 x. I. o-n 

o-s · ITI.Cl.X (surface) 
.. (o4m-l) 

2. 4 ~ 10:-:5 

1. ~ X 10""8 

9 X 10~l:} 

3. 1 x 1Q~ 15 

3~ 2 }." 10-?0, . 

2. 5 X lQ-~4 
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